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Abstract
Egypt’s particular and extensive foray into naval power in the early Hellenistic
period offers a window into the religion, politics, and culture of the ancient
Mediterranean that few scholars have taken the time to explore. Looking at the early
Ptolemies’ naval expansion, two figures stand out for the roles they played in shaping this
famed and powerful navy: Ptolemy II and Arsinoë II. Their innovative responses to
traditional views of the sea allowed them to exert power and influence in unprecedented
ways, forcing other Mediterranean rulers to change their views of naval power and to
rethink the role of Egypt in the Hellenistic world for generations to come. By combining
elements of Egypt’s traditional religious structure, Greek elite’s norms of political
culture, and a developing Mediterranean geography for situating Egypt’s place in the
world, Ptolemy II and Arsinoë II crafted a quintessentially Hellenistic hegemony that
belies the scant historical attention their reign has garnered.
Two hundred and fifty years after their deaths, Cleopatra VII was able to
successfully revive and develop this thalassocracy like none had done before (or have
done since) in the ancient Mediterranean. Cleopatra’s efforts to resurrect and reinterpret
Ptolemy II and Arsinoë II’s policies saw enough success that Rome was forced to
restructure its own evolving narrative of empire. Cleopatra, Ptolemy II, and Arsinoë II
found innovative uses for the sea as a means for establishing legitimate international
power, at once political, military, and religious in character. Examining their innovations
within the context of the Hellenistic Mediterranean helps to clarify the historic tensions in
Ptolemaic Egypt between its population’s diverse cultures, its rulers’ varying agendas,
and its shifting significance to the Mediterranean as a whole.
v

Introduction
Sequestered away in the final paragraph of a six-page long footnote at the
conclusion of a chapter on Greek warfare lies the following sentence: “Egypt under the
Ptolemies formed a powerful navy for the defense of the Nile region and was famed for
her huge and many-banked galleys.”1 It is the only sentence in Sea Power in Ancient
History to mention such a Ptolemaic formation. When Arthur Shepard wrote these words
in 1924, he no doubt meant for them to be a concise encapsulation of the Ptolemies’
naval endeavors, but this sentence and its obscure location in Shepard’s work now speak
volumes about the oversight of early Ptolemaic developments, an oversight that is all too
common to histories of the Mediterranean world. Shepard was a historian true to the
trends of the early 1900s: his discussion of sea power in ‘Ancient History’ is really a
discussion of sea power in first Greece and then Rome, and as such the Egypt of the
Ptolemies was not given space for discussion. Yet with his single sentence, Shepard
unknowingly forecast many of the discoveries and debates towards which more recent
historians of the Hellenistic have turned their eyes. What does it mean that Egypt was
“under” the Ptolemies? Was the Ptolemaic navy truly intended merely for “defense” of
the Nile, or did it serve further purposes? While Ptolemaic rulers were certainly famed
for their huge galleys, why were these striking naval vessels created in the first place?
And on a more meta-historical level, why has Ptolemaic naval innovation continued to
slip through the cracks of modern study of the ancient Mediterranean?
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Arthur MacCartney Shepard, Sea Power in Ancient History: The Story of the Navies of
Classic Greece and Rome (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1924), 128.
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Egypt’s particular and extensive foray into naval power in the early Hellenistic
period offers a window into the religion, politics, and culture of the ancient
Mediterranean that few scholars have taken the time to explore. Looking at the early
Ptolemies’ naval expansion, two figures stand out for the roles they played in shaping this
famed and powerful navy: Ptolemy II and Arsinoë II.2 These early Ptolemaic monarchs
subverted traditional styles of Mediterranean sea-power. Their innovative responses to
traditional views of the sea allowed them to exert power and influence in unprecedented
ways. Although their dynasty did not maintain its military strength for long after their
deaths, the actions of Arsinoë II and Ptolemy II forced other Mediterranean rulers to
change their views of naval power and to rethink the role of Egypt in the Hellenistic
world for generations to come. By combining elements of Egypt’s traditional religious
structure, Greek elite’s norms of political culture, and a developing Mediterranean
geography for situating Egypt’s place in the world, Ptolemy II and Arsinoë II crafted a
quintessentially Hellenistic hegemony that belies the scant historical attention their reign
has garnered.
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Two clarifications need to be made as to the nomenclature used in this thesis. For the
sake of clarity and brevity, Ptolemy II “Philadelphus”, the son of Ptolemy I “Soter,” is
referred to simply as Ptolemy, unless otherwise noted. The same goes for his wife and the
last queen of their line: Arsinoë II is Arsinoë and Cleopatra VII is Cleopatra. These
names were so common to the dynasty, and the numbers that have been retroactively
assigned to them are so liable to change and confusion, that discussing the three main
actors in Ptolemaic Egypt’s relationship with the sea by their shortened names lends
greater clarity. Secondly, as far as dates go, there has historically been some debate in
Ptolemaic studies between those who ascribe regnal years on the earlier or the later side:
e.g., whether Ptolemy II dated his reign as having started in 285 or 284 BCE. I follow
R.A. Hazzard’s argument for the former of these dates (based on fairly recent additions to
the Parian Chronicle’s text), and follow this convention throughout. In this framework
Alexander the Great’s death is tied to 323 BCE and Ptolemy II’s death to 246 BCE. See
R.A. Hazzard, “The Regnal Years of Ptolemy II Philadelphos,” Phoenix, vol. 41, no. 2,
(1987), 141-2.
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Two hundred and fifty years after their deaths, Cleopatra VII was able to
successfully revive and develop this thalassocracy like none had done before (or have
done since) in the ancient Mediterranean. This view of Cleopatra’s ambitions and policies
contrasts with traditional views of the ruler, which typically emphasize her sexuality,
‘foreign’ nature, and eventual fall from power. Yet it appears that Cleopatra was in fact
quite intentional in reviving (and, at times, surpassing) the attempts made by Ptolemy and
Arsinoë to establish a powerful Mediterranean thalassocracy. In this light, both Arsinoë
and Cleopatra were Ptolemaic queens who effectively utilized novel forms of naval
power to further their ambitious political and religious agendas. Ptolemy and Arsinoë
were successful enough in constructing their thalassocracy that Cleopatra wished to
resurrect many of their policies almost three centuries later, while Cleopatra’s efforts saw
enough success that Rome was forced to restructure its own evolving narrative of empire.
These Ptolemaic rulers found innovative uses for the sea as a means for establishing
legitimate international power, at once political, military, and religious in character.
Examining their innovations within the context of the Hellenistic Mediterranean helps to
clarify the historic tensions in Ptolemaic Egypt between its population’s diverse cultures,
its rulers’ varying agendas, and its shifting significance to the Mediterranean as a whole.
This thesis consists of four chapters. The first begins by setting contexts for the
world in which the Ptolemies’ thalassocracy developed. Hellenistic and earlier Greek
accounts of the sea tended to emphasize its potential corruptions, from moral
degeneration, to greed and piracy, and a rejection of supposedly more strenuous and
valuable professions such as agriculture. One would think that the Ptolemies, who
promoted a different ideology, ought to be figured into modern scholarship of Hellenistic
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conceptions of the sea, and yet historical analysis often falls on either side of their
empire: on the classical conceptions of the Greeks or on the growing power of Roman
influence. The second chapter explores Ptolemy’s intentional consolidation of
international naval power as he set about establishing hegemonic control of much of the
Mediterranean. This policy dated to a time when the “Mediterranean” as a concept was
itself evolving, and Ptolemy took political, economic, and military action to build Egypt
into an international power with sea power at its heart. As such, he offered a new way of
viewing the world and Egypt’s place in it. The various powers of the early Hellenistic
period did not fail to notice these developments, and this chapter examines the integration
of Egypt into a complex nexus of sea-based trading, in a world where boats had largely
been the stock of “lowly” merchants and pirates.
The third chapter then turns to the pivotal moment of Arsinoë’s arrival in Egypt in
279 BCE. As rulers of an ethnically and religiously diverse empire, Ptolemy and Arsinoë
established strong and long-lasting imagery for their monarchy by tying their newfound
presence abroad to preexisting Egyptian, Macedonian, and Greek ideas. Arsinoë was the
figurehead for this new imagery, and her image not only became synonymous with the
goddesses to which she connected herself, but also became the face of Egyptian
hegemony in the Mediterranean. This new imagery, combined with scientific and
geographical developments in the city of Alexandria, allowed for the creation of a
redefined, quintessentially Hellenistic ‘Egyptian’ identity. Promoting these new images
and ideologies further allowed Ptolemy and Arsinoë to tie their pioneering naval power to
their royal intermarriage, as they broadcast Egypt’s grandiosity across the Mediterranean.

4

The fourth and final chapter seeks to clarify how later applications of sea power
developed within the framework constructed by the early Ptolemies. Not long after the
deaths of Ptolemy and Arsinoë, Rhodes tried, and ultimately failed, to form another
system of international sea power. Many of its successes rode on those of the Ptolemies,
and many of its failures stemmed from the changing world it developed within, one in
which Rome’s increasing influence required new applications of the Ptolemaic model. A
century and a half later, Cleopatra VII revived and reinterpreted this model into a
functional late-Hellenistic thalassocracy. This fourth chapter thus examines the
similarities and differences between Cleopatra, Rhodes, and the early Ptolemies, ending
with the battle of Actium and the closure that it entailed for Ptolemaic culture and
Mediterranean thalassocracy in general.
The Hellenistic period was defined by widespread change, cultural interplay, and
political interactions that culminated in the rise of Roman power. Ptolemy II and Arsinoë
II’s new (and, at times, surprising) approaches to naval power and influence had
significant impacts on the history of both Egypt and the wider Mediterranean. Defying
traditional applications of sea-based power, these two rulers successfully formed their
cultural, political, economic, and military influences into a model of naval hegemony
which continued to shape Mediterranean culture and politics through the emergence of
the Roman Empire. This novel Ptolemaic naval power was a key feature in the early
development of pan-Mediterranean interactions, and it is time that it was addressed as
such.

5

Chapter 1:
Precedents for Sea Power, the Ptolemaic Problem, and Soter’s Successor
If ever you turn your misguided heart to trading
and wish to escape from debt and joyless hunger,
I will show you the measures of the loud-roaring sea,
though I have no skill in sea-faring nor in ships;
for never yet have I sailed by ship over the wide sea.3
Thus Hesiod spoke to his brother Perses in Works and Days. Though much of the
ancient Greek-speaking world lived near the ocean (many poleis were located near or
along the 13,000 km coastline of modern-day Greece), this world nonetheless developed
an elite culture with surprisingly little regard for the sea, its influences, and those who
sailed its surface for a living. Writing early on in Greek history, around 700 BCE, Hesiod
was quick to espouse the benefits of terrestrial farming and equally quick to caution his
brother against venturing to sea.4 His comment about escaping from debt points to the
Greek notion of the sea as a poor alternative amongst professions: only if one failed to
make a living on land would one turn to trading. Hesiod had earlier reminded his brother
how “your father and mine, foolish Perses, used to sail on shipboard because he lacked
sufficient livelihood,” again highlighting the second-rate position of naval professions in
Greek thought and repeating the notion that the sea was tied to foolishness and
misguidedness.5
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Hesiod, Works and Days, 646-50. Trans. Hugh G. Evelyn-White (Harvard University
Press, 1914).
4
Hesiod’s writings developed in tandem with the rise of the Greek polis, which may be
part of the reason behind his particular fascination with landedness vis à vis a developing
trend of urban focus.
5
Hesiod, Works and Days, 633.
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Some modern scholars have noted this treatment of the sea in ancient Greek
sources, even if most have failed to connect it into the changes wrought in the Hellenistic
period by individuals such as Ptolemy and Arsinoë. One such scholar, Jean Rougé, noted
that both Greek and Roman cultures, which bracketed and influenced the Hellenistic
period, shared a similar elite hesitation to utilize the sea.6 Rougé discusses how struggling
Greek farmers were often forced to join naval enterprises as a result of poor soil and
subsequent crop failure, thereby helping to spread notions that sailing was for the poor,
the dispossessed, or in the case of piracy, the criminal.7 Even Odysseus, the most famous
of Greek seafarers, seems to fit these stereotypes. Despite being a heroic sea captain, he
was presented as a character constantly striving to get back to land, and his nature as a
trickster in The Odyssey does not cast the ocean’s moral influence in a positive light.
Even the ‘normal’ men who made up the rest of Odysseus’ crew served to highlight the
potential dangers of the sea, as not a single one of them made it home alive.
This is not to say that Mediterranean peoples avoided using the sea to establish
power prior to Ptolemy and Arsinoë. Indeed, multiple models of thalassocracy existed
prior to the Hellenistic period, but they differed greatly from the model that Ptolemy and
Arsinoë would pioneer. Earlier forms of thalassocracy never reached close to the same
degree of connection between cultural, political, economic, and military naval hegemony.
For example, in the fifteenth century BCE, Minoan Crete’s power had stemmed largely
from its extensive trading networks, and in the fifth century, Athens had taken steps
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For the eventual trajectory of Roman notions of the sea and its influences, cf.
Conclusion, p. 76.
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Jean Rougé, Ships and Fleets of the Ancient Mediterranean. trans. Susan Frazer
(Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 1981), 11-12.
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toward establishing a more military thalassocracy by way of its well-funded fleet.
However, neither of these cultures utilized the sea to the extent that Ptolemy and Arsinoë
did, partially as a result of entrenched notions that the sea was not a desirable, reliable, or
praiseworthy locus for one’s endeavors. To the Minoans, the ocean was used as a watery
trade route but not much more. Their merchant ships traveled far afield, but they
exercised no hegemony in the greater Mediterranean, and Lincoln Paine has argued that
there is little to no evidence of Minoan rule in the Aegean.8 There are a few examples of
Cretan ‘colonies’ in the Cyclades; however, as Keith Branigan has argued from the
material remains at these sites, “the role that the community colonies in the Cyclades
were to play in this development [of Minoan overseas interests] is open to question. They
may have been seen as little more than stepping-stones to the mainland.”9 This early,
Bronze Age civilization had extensive connections to various trading nodes, but it
otherwise did not appear to have instituted widespread hegemony over the wider
Mediterranean. Thus while Minoan Crete is no doubt a great example of trade expansion,
it did not offer a precedent of powerful, centralized thalassocracy for the later
developments of the Ptolemies to emulate.
Athens presents a more difficult problem when tracing developments in
Mediterranean sea power prior to the Ptolemies. On the one hand, the Athenian navy of
the fifth century seems to offer an early example of state-based (or rather polis-based)
naval power. However, as is explored more fully in the following chapter, Athenian ‘sea
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Lincoln P. Paine, The Sea and Civilization: A Maritime History of the World (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2013), 70.
9
Keith Branigan, “Minoan Colonialism,” The Annual of the British School at Athens, vol.
76 (1981), 32.
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power’ developed along very different lines than the third-century thalassocracy of
Ptolemy and Arsinoë. Athens had a large number of vessels in its fleet, but they were
funded by the city’s leading citizens through the Athenian system of trierarchy. This
practice meant that the formation of the Athenian navy was driven by private individuals’
public work for the polis: as Vincent Gabrielsen describes it, the trierarch’s funding of a
ship was essentially “a service rendered to the state.”10 Athens’ system of trierarchy thus
set two major precedents for Mediterranean sea power. Firstly, naval successes led to the
praise of individuals more than the glorification of the polis itself. This focus would reach
its peak in the Hellenistic period, but some of the major benefits of serving as a trierarch
were the public honors, awards, and general bragging rights that surrounded the statussymbol position.11 Secondly, even though the Athenian navy was by definition a seabased military force, it was still inextricably tied to the land. All of the wealthy
trierarchs would have been prominent landowners, even if they had made their money
from trading. Furthermore, triremes were notoriously reliant on the manpower of their
rowers, the distances between their ports of call, and the hand-to-hand combat skills of
the fighters who defended a ship and assaulted the enemies with which it collided.12 In
sum, the navy’s formation was largely private, its glory and honor were largely private,
and in practice it functioned much like a terrestrial army would.
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Vincent Gabrielsen, Financing the Athenian Fleet: Public Taxation and Social
Relations (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994), 7.
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Ibid., 48.
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Ibid., 6.
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On top of this, the so-called “citizen rowers” of Athens’ fleet were a crucial
aspect of Athens’ model of sea power. As described by the Old Oligarch (PseudoXenophon),
“the poor and the people generally are right to have more than the
highborn and wealthy for the reason that it is the people who man the
ships and impart strength to the city; the steersmen, the boatswains, the
sub-boatswains, the look-out officers, and the shipwrights – these are the
ones who impart strength to the city far more than the hoplites, the highborn, and the good men.”13
These citizen rowers were what made the Athenian navy truly “Athenian,” yet they were
also part of the reason why the city’s navy never took the form of a single centralized
force organized around a figure like Ptolemy or Arsinoë or Cleopatra. Not only did the
various trierarchs vie for power and prestige, but the rowers themselves, as male citizens,
could hold significant sway over the institution. This democratic aspect of the navy’s
formation scared the likes of the Old Oligarch, who believed that “poverty draws [poor
citizens] rather to disgraceful actions, and because of a lack of money some men are
uneducated and ignorant.”14 Thus even in Athens, with democracy at the heart of its
navy, there can be found the same (elite) Greek notions of sailors as poor, distasteful, or
even corrupted.
Athens may have been the birthplace of many Greek cultural precedents
permeating the Hellenistic period, including those for naval structuring, but Alexander
the Great was responsible for much of the dissemination and longevity of these customs.
In particular, the conqueror’s lifelong quest for self-glorification initiated the late fourth
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Old Oligarch, Constitution of the Athenians, 2, ed. E. C. Marchant (Harvard University
Press, 1984).
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Ibid., 5.
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century’s explosion of personality cults (a direct development from classical Athens’
shift toward personal honors), while his Macedonian obsession with dry-land armies
carried forward the Greek’s hesitation to go to sea.15 Alexander demonstrated this
hesitation on many occasions, and his dismissal of naval power only seemed to increase
over the course of his campaign. First, after capturing the city of Miletus, he chose to
send most of his fleet back to their respective home cities.16 This preference for ground
forces was only emphasized by his siege of the island of Tyre, in which his construction
of an earthen mole effectively brought the mainland to the island – along with his siege
equipment and soldiers.17 Finally, his decision to march an entire army through arid and
deadly Gedrosia, instead of sailing around it like Nearchus did, seemed to put the final
nail in the coffin for Macedonian use and primacy of the sea. Like the Greeks before him,
Alexander promoted an ethos that the sea was a last resort, and that as a successful
general he did not need to risk traveling by sea. If he had needed his fleet to carry him
around Gedrosia he may have done so, but as the deified Alexander – the son of Zeus and
conqueror of much of the known world – he did not believe that he needed to resort to
personally employing the ocean as a means to power.
Alexander’s legacy ultimately lay the foundation for the interconnected conflict
that characterized the Hellenistic period. His closest friends and accomplices, the
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Immediately upon taking the throne, Alexander heard that Thebes and Athens (two of
the Greek cities with the most ties to Aegean hegemony) had rebelled, upon which he had
Thebes “captured, plundered, and razed to the ground” by his force of Macedonian troops
(Plutarch, The Life of Alexander, 10.10). This opening move in Alexander’s reign set the
tone for the rest of his military and political policy.
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Thomas R. Martin and Christopher W. Blackwell, Alexander the Great: The Story of
an Ancient Life (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), ch. 3.
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Diadochoi, shaped the cultures and politics of the Mediterranean that transitioned
between the height of Greek influence and the height of Roman influence. As such, one
would think that Ptolemy and Arsinoë’s sharp break from Alexander’s
Greco/Macedonian approach to sea power would garner scholarly attention, and yet it has
generally failed to do so. On one level, the Hellenistic period itself has historically been
viewed as more of an interim period than an epoch in its own right, as the Greek and
Roman civilizations which bookend it have magnetically drawn the gaze of generations
of historians. For example, Arthur Shepard, who relegated the entire Hellenistic period to
the six-page long footnote referenced on page 1 of the introduction, too many writers
have fallen victim to the teleological allure of Greece and Rome’s ‘heights of
civilization.’ Similarly, those historians who approach the Hellenistic from a standpoint
of Egyptology can write the era off as merely “Egypt after the Pharaohs.” Alan K
Bowman does this in his book with that exact title: he does not dismiss the Ptolemaic
dynasty as irrelevant to Egypt’s history, and in many ways he attempts to flesh out the
period’s politics and cultures, and yet even he presents the mindset that: “viewed from
the standpoint of the Egyptologist, the Graeco-Roman period [seems] to lack the
grandeur and the romance which the relics of the Pharaohs possess.”18
On a deeper level, Ptolemy and Arsinoë occupied the historically unfortunate
position of not being the first of their line, the last of their line, or the most morally
degenerate of their line. Many historians of antiquity (both ancient and modern) reveal an
almost morbid fascination with the “rise and fall” of civilizations. This causes an
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Alan K. Bowman, Egypt After the Pharaohs 332 BC – AD 642 (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1986), 7.
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excessive degree of focus to fall on those who are taken to represent the beginning of a
civilization (e.g., Alexander’s inception of Hellenistic culture), the end of a civilization
(e.g., Cleopatra VII’s loss to Rome at Actium), or the moral decline of a civilization
(again usually focusing on the last generations of the Ptolemies). Joyce Tyldesley’s
Cleopatra: Last Queen of Egypt and Ian Worthington’s recent Ptolemy I are both
fantastic books which do their subjects justice, and yet they are also perfect examples of
the allure of the first Ptolemy and the intrigue of the final Cleopatra. Such is the issue of
the “Ptolemaic problem” referenced by the title of this chapter: historical analysis tends
to part around the Hellenistic – to the Greeks and Romans – and that any focus paid to the
reigns of the Ptolemies tends to fall on either end of the dynasty, to Ptolemy I Soter and
Cleopatra VII.
The actions of Ptolemy I Soter were indeed crucial to laying the foundations for
the dynasty that would take his name, but one must keep in mind that at the time of his
rule in Egypt, there was no guarantee that such a dynasty would even exist. In hindsight it
is easy to paint him as the founder of a legacy of Ptolemaic rule in Egypt, but as the first
post-Alexandrian ruler of the area he was more intent on securing his own reign than
establishing a dynasty. The political and religious roles that the Ptolemaic lineage came
to embody were not fully realized until Ptolemy II took the throne and Arsinoë began to
integrate her own image into notions of Egypt’s placement in the Mediterranean world.19
Ptolemy I Soter did not branch too far away from the precedents that Alexander had
established. His main concern was military might through land-based armies, which,
coupled with the defensive position of Egypt in the Mediterranean, meant that he rarely
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campaigned far afield or attempted to establish any cultural sway over the world beyond
Egypt’s coast. Diodorus in particular provides many examples of Ptolemy’s
defensiveness in his Library of History. In one scenario, Ptolemy I, after winning a battle
in Coele-Syria, supposedly pondered “whether it was better to remain and reach a final
decision in Syria or to withdraw to Egypt and carry on the war from there as he had
formerly done against Perdiccas.”20 He chose the latter, and, after that point, rarely
ventured outside of Egypt. Even when he did so, it was with his army, and on land.
While this “defensive” nature of Egypt’s position has perhaps been
overemphasized,21 it was nonetheless a defining feature between the aims of Ptolemy I
and Ptolemy II. The former viewed the sea as a wall: it set the boundary for his domain,
and helped to keep the other Diadochoi out. True, Ptolemy I did have a functional navy,
but after his sound naval defeat at the hands of Demetrius’ fleet in 306, he largely ceased
all naval endeavors. Although he lost Cyprus, “he was still absolute lord in the rich and
populous country of the Nile, shut off by its desert frontiers and its almost harbourless
coast from the rest of the world.”22 Bevan has a flair for the dramatic, but his point
remains: Ptolemy I treated Egypt as an isolated state. Yes, he at various points held
power over certain of the islands and mainland cities near Egypt, but these expansions
functioned more in order to defend the mainland of Egypt than to expand ‘Egyptianness’
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Diodorus, Library of History, 19.93.5. trans. C.B. Wells (Loeb Classical Library,
1998).
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hard to assail.” The House of Ptolemy: A History of Egypt Under the Ptolemaic Dynasty
(Chicago: Ares Publishers, 1985), 23.
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externally. Because of this, when Ptolemy II began his rule in Egypt he was handed a
very Macedonian style of power, which he would develop into his own novel model of
thalassocratic power in the years to come.
The Greek world viewed the ocean as a last resort: Athens’ fleet had been
privately funded and personally glorifying, and Alexander had shunned the sea. These
precedents for sea-based power dominated the Mediterranean for centuries, and were
influential to Ptolemy I Soter’s use of his navy as little more than a defense measure for
Egypt’s core. It is all the more surprising, then, that Ptolemy II and Arsinoë II made the
decision to develop Egypt into a fully-fledged thalassocracy in the third century BCE.
Instead of being shaped by these prior precedents, they formed entirely new ways of
conceptualizing and applying sea power. Although Ptolemy and Arsinoë eventually
constructed a complex cultural framework for their empire that was heavily dependent on
the sea and its mythologies, Ptolemy’s first developments of Egyptian thalassocracy came
before Arsinoë’s arrival in Egypt, and these developments were more focused on the
physical capability of Egypt in holding naval influence across the Mediterranean. That is
to say, in a world where most rulers had largely written off sea-power as an effective tool
of empire, how was Ptolemy able to build, maintain, deploy, and control Egypt’s navies?
Before answering these questions, a point ought to be made about the concept of
“Big Man History.” As the policies of most Hellenistic powers were inextricably tied to
the individuals who led them, studying most of the large changes and trends of the
Hellenistic period requires more of a focus on the actions of ‘big men’ than may be
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desired.23 Sometimes these figures were actually ‘big women,’ as this paper’s discussions
of Arsinoë and Cleopatra will reveal. In part, the saturation of Hellenistic history with the
lives of powerful individuals is simply a result of contemporary ancient historiography,
which highlighted the actions of the individual above he lives of the majority. Beyond
this, the novel methods of building and expanding naval hegemony that Ptolemy and
Arsinoë pioneered were specific enough to the agendas of these rulers that one cannot
discuss their policies without mentioning the rulers, and vice versa. In other words,
although it is not usually preferable to form a discussion around just the ‘big men’ of
history, in examining the novel Hellenistic developments of Ptolemy and Arsinoë it is
accurate to put the focus on their narrative.
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Some modern scholars have done a commendable job of navigating the complexities of
the “Big Man History” issue as it applies to the Hellenistic world. One such scholar,
Joseph Manning, draws from the large body of sources relating to the Ptolemaic
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ladder, Manning provides one elegant example of how a nuanced analysis of Ptolemaic
rulers can help to clarify the broader history of the Hellenistic period and its various
peoples. See Joseph Manning, The Last of the Pharaohs: Egypt under the Ptolemies, 30530 BC (Princeton University Press, 2010).
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Chapter 2:
Ptolemy’s Hegemonic Thalassocracy: Formation, Function, and Funding
He is the good guardian who rescues Egypt,
[...] who constructs fine vessels on the sea;
[...] Fear of him prevails on water and on sand,
and his virtue rules over all peoples on land and sea;
They come and follow the steps of the king, the protector,
the young man, the lord of foreign lands.24
This Pithome Stele, inscribed approximately halfway through Ptolemy’s reign,
does not follow directly from traditions of honorific stelai that predate it, either Hellenic
or Egyptian. Amongst inscriptions dedicated to other Hellenistic rulers and many earlier
pharaohs, long lists of introductory tributes such as this one had a much greater focus on
the military prowess of both the honorand and his land-based armies. Take, for example,
the Satrap Stele, inscribed ca. 312 BCE, which gave the following praises of Ptolemy I
Soter:
He is a youthful man, strong in his two arms, effective in plans,
with mighty armies, stout hearted, firm footed,
who attacks the powerful without turning his back,
who strikes the face of his opponents when they fight, with precise hand.25
This style of inscription draws directly from Egyptian New Kingdom traditions, and has
much more of a focus on the physical strength of the king and his armies.26 The Pithome
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Stele is almost twice the length of the Satrap Stele, so the lack of descriptions for
Ptolemy II’s martial power cannot be written away as a result of succinctness. Thus two
differences emerge from these early lines of the Pithome Stele: first, Ptolemy II’s power
is connected more with the sea than the land, and second, even in reference to naval
power his “fear” and “virtue” replace the “might” and “attacks” of those who ruled Egypt
before him.
General histories composed by ancient authors give a partial answer to the root of
this difference, and they highlight the curious nature of Ptolemy’s thalassocracy. In
essence, Ptolemy won very few decisive naval battles (in fact, there is no surviving
account of even a single resounding naval victory on his part), and yet somehow,
Theocritus still proclaimed that “his ships are the best that sail over the waves // all the
sea and the land and the sounding rivers have Ptolemy for their king.”27 Even Polybius,
who was somewhat personally biased versus Ptolemy, wrote that the ruler was well
known for his navy’s strength.28 This phenomenon thus raises the question: how can both
sides be true? How was Ptolemy unsuccessful in many naval battles and yet still known
as the head of an impressive navy? An interesting comparison exists in Demetrius
“Poliorcetes,” who was called “the besieger” even though his sieges were rarely effective.
However, Ptolemy was not simply known as ‘the naval power’ but rather as the
successful naval power, which raises more questions as to the nature of his rule than
Demetrius’ epithet raises about his penchant for protracted sieges. Ptolemy’s renown as a
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lord of the sea is much more a result of the nature of his hegemonia over the
Mediterranean.29 Ptolemy’s thalassocracy was able to thrive despite its lack of military
victories because it demonstrated a new and well-developed form of Mediterranean
hegemony.
Internationally speaking, Ptolemy’s pan-Mediterranean, Egyptian hegemony was
inextricably tied to his navy because his political power was directly connected to a
maritime web of connected cities. Polybius outlines this thalassocratic formation in his
Histories:
[the Ptolemies] had always been able to menace the kings of Syria both by
sea and land, masters as they were of Coele-Syria and Cyprus, and their
sphere of control also extended over the lesser kingdoms of Asia Minor
and the islands, since they had the chief cities, strong palaces and harbors
in their hands all along the coast from Pamphylia to the Hellespont [...].
With so long an arm and such a far advanced fence of client states they
were never in any alarm about the safety of their Egyptian dominions, and
for this reason they naturally paid serious attention to foreign affairs.30
This statement is by far the longest of the surviving ancient sources to specifically
comment on the form and function of Ptolemaic thalassocracy, and as such, it must be
examined in detail. The first point that must be clarified here is the vagueness of
Polybius’ description regarding distinct Ptolemaic rulers. As this chapter will argue, it
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was Ptolemy II in particular was largely responsible for the expansion and solidification
of this fence of client states. Despite this fact, Polybius was seemingly unwilling to
explain why or how the Ptolemies “had always been” such a strong naval presence. One
of the historian’s earlier comments on the sea-power of the Cretans sheds light on this
avoidance. Polybius claimed in Book 4 of his work that “the Cretans both by land and sea
are irresistible in ambuscades, forays, tricks played on the enemy, [...] but they are
cowardly and down-hearted in the massed face-to-face charge of an open battle. It is just
the reverse with the Achaeans and the Macedonians.”31 In other words, Polybius fell prey
to the Greek notions of warfare outlined in Chapter 1: true honor derived from pitched
battles, following the lines of the Macedonian tradition.32 This perspective could partially
explain why Polybius states that the Ptolemies had “always” had a powerful navy:
Ptolemy I Soter’s Macedonian path to power may have presented a more favorable
marker to Polybius for measuring the beginnings of Ptolemaic sea-power than Ptolemy
II’s placement of client states and ‘foreign affairs’ over military prowess.
Polybius was not wrong in giving some modicum of credit to the first ruler of the
Ptolemaic line. However, what he failed to point out was that, although Ptolemy I Soter
did indeed set the stage for his heir’s later developments, it was Ptolemy II who
consolidated and nuanced this Egyptian thalassocracy. Two examples help illustrate this
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difference: the so-called “League of Islands,” and the island of Cyprus. Ptolemy I Soter
had devoted a number of his resources to connections with the League of Islanders and its
capital at Sidon near the end of his reign, but he had never made the League or its capital
a major focus of his policy.33 The League, consisting of the smaller islands of the
Aegean, had initially been formulated by Antigonus Monophthalmus and his son,
Demetrius Poliorcetes.34 It was valuable for its pan-Hellenic support: the cities of the
League were known for their proximity to and relationships with the Greek world rather
than for their wealth of resources. In this manner, Ptolemy I defaulted to a preexisting
model for power over the islands, as he continued in the style of the earlier League of
Corinth, which was to continue the Macedonian style of interaction with the pan-Hellenic
center first established by Philip II and Alexander the Great.
Cyprus, however, unlike the islands of the League of Islanders, was of
tremendous economic and military value: its location in the eastern Mediterranean and its
abundance of natural resources were both extremely desirous to the Diadochoi. Although
Ptolemy I had gained initial control of this island, he had eventually lost it to Demetrius,
and it was not until the reign of his son that it was officially annexed to Alexandria in
295.35 In other words, Ptolemy I Soter had controlled the most important island for seapower in the eastern Mediterranean, and yet he had never truly developed its potential as
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a defensive and resource-rich location, while the League of Islanders only came under his
control near the end of his reign, and its potential as a cultural and political tool was not
fully realized. Ptolemy II thus changed both of these conditions. He was not interested in
opening up Egypt to outside attacks, so solidifying control of Cyprus was partially a
move to shore up Egypt’s defensive capabilities. This defensiveness was not by itself a
sharp break from the policy of his father, but Ptolemy went a step further than his
predecessor by establishing bases all along the coastlines of Lycia, Pamphylia, and
Cilicia. Cyprus became a base of organization from which Ptolemy could work his
influence outwards into the Mediterranean. The coastal regions surrounding Cyprus were
of particular strategic importance to naval control in the Mediterranean. As the sea basin
stretching from Cyprus to Rhodes contains no islands which can be used as military
bases, the stretch of coastline over which Ptolemy II gained control was crucial to the
feasibility of maintaining a Hellenistic fleet in the area.36 As previously mentioned,
ancient seafaring depended heavily on the availability of ports of call, especially when
the region in question covered over six hundred kilometers and contained very few
natural coves or sources of fresh water.37
As for Cyprus itself, Ptolemy II enhanced its strategic location by forming a
secondary military and political base on the island. When Athens found itself in dire need
of food and resources, one Kallias of Sphettos traveled to Cyprus to plead with Ptolemy
for aid:
Kallias himself[,] sailing at his own expense to Cyprus and there
conversing with the king [Ptolemy] on behalf of the city[,] brought back
36
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fifty talents of silver for the people and a gift of twenty thousand medimnoi
of wheat, which were measured out from Delos to the agents sent by the
people.38
It seems apparent from this inscription that by 270 BCE, Ptolemy was fully utilizing
Cyprus’ position as an international naval base while also incorporating the League of
Islanders into his interactions with mainland Greece. Ptolemy’s gift of grain from Delos
to the people of Athens would have sent a message to the peoples across the Hellenistic
world that Ptolemy was not only a generous provider of the wealth of Egypt, but that he
was also at the head of a chain of trans-Mediterranean command, running from Egypt to
Cyprus, to Delos, and to Athens. Ptolemy I Soter had helped Athens defend itself against
Demetrius some years earlier(again via the communication of Kallias), but in that
situation his motives had been much more personal in nature, since his assistance to
Athens (and as a result, his thwarting of Demetrius’ formation of power in Greece) did
not involve the communities that lay between Greece and Egypt. Ptolemy II’s support of
Athens was similarly a highly politicized move of euergetism in competition with the
Antigonids, but the intermediary importance of Cyprus as an extension of Egyptian
power between the mainlands of Greece and Egypt was a new step in Ptolemy’s
establishment of naval hegemony within the Mediterranean itself.
Concerning the League of Islanders, Ptolemy II likewise exercised much more
intentional control than his father had done. One decree from 280 BCE, outlining the
League’s acceptance of Ptolemy II’s festival, the Ptolemaieia, reveals the message of
grandiosity that Ptolemy wished to spread across the Mediterranean.39 This festival, as
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described by Athenaeus, included lavish feasts, followed by a procession containing
golden vessels, jewels, flowers, paintings, fragrant incense, wild animals, and portraits of
Ptolemy and the previous rulers of Egypt.40 The focus was largely on Ptolemy’s wealth
and his direct connection to Ptolemy I Soter; Arsinoë I (his exiled wife) was already out
of the picture entirely. A decree of the League of Islanders on the acceptance of the
Ptolemaieia recounts the meeting of the delegates of the Islanders on Sidon, where they
praised the memory of Ptolemy I Soter and agreed to the requests (possibly demands) of
Ptolemy II. Of note here is the break between how each of Ptolemy’s individual actions
are described. First comes the father: “King Ptolemy [I] Soter has been responsible for
many great blessings to the Islanders and the other Greeks, having liberated the cities,
restored their laws, // re-established to all their ancestral constitution and remitted their
taxes.”41 At first glance, this seems like an impressive display of generosity and
involvement on the side of Ptolemy I Soter, but the truth is quite the opposite. In effect,
after wresting control of the League from Demetrius, he had simply let all of Demetrius’
previous strictures fade away. He was praised for liberating, re-establishing, and
remitting, when in reality he had simply decided not to continue Demetrius’ style of
ruling, replacing, and taxing.
Ptolemy II was not as passive in his exercise of control over the League, as the
same inscription goes on to explain. At the time of the creation of this decree in 280
BCE, the League had vowed to “collaborate in other matters with King Ptolemy [II] at his
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invitation and should now vote with all zeal in accordance with his wish [to accept] the
sacrifice and to send the sacred envoys at the appropriate season for all time to come, as
instructed by the king.”42 While full of niceties like “invite,” “vote,” and “accept,” the
message of this section is clear: Ptolemy II wished for the League to use its priests and
envoys to promote his Ptolemaieia, and the League acquiesced. This agreement may
seem like a small concession on the part of the Islanders, but as will be explored more in
Chapter 3, promotion of the dynastic and religious messages that underlay the
Ptolemaieia was no small matter for the Greek world.
Beyond the League of Islanders, Ptolemy was more than willing to exercise direct
political and economic control over the cities encompassed by his naval hegemony.
Halicarnassus and Cos provide two of the best-documented examples of Ptolemy’s wide
range of influences, with inscriptions revealing his economic control of the former and
judicial power over the latter. As with the League, Ptolemy I Soter had briefly interacted
with Halicarnassus, although he is not recorded as having done much beyond introducing
the cult of Sarapis to the city.43 Under Ptolemy II, on the other hand, officials from Egypt
took control of the city’s finances and public works: records of Zenon show that the city
had to request Ptolemy’s permission to build certain public buildings, and another
document details the logistics of a medical tax and the reimbursement of a Ptolemaic
trierarch.44 These trierarchs could be similar in function to previous Athenian trierarchs,
but with a few distinctions. They were wealthy individuals, usually landowners, who
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funded specific ships, but here the similarities end. For Ptolemy’s trierarchs were spread
across the cities of his hegemony, instead of being concentrated in one single city, and
their monetary contributions did not lead to the same degree of individual honor as seen
in Athens, largely due to the development of the figure of the nesiarch.
The growing prominence of nesiarchs, essentially “fleet commanders,” was a
development particular to Ptolemy’s thalassocracy. From the island of Cos comes a
particularly interesting inscription, which gives a glimpse into the role of the nesiarch.
Perhaps originally part of a longer honorific dedication (the latter section of the
inscription is missing), this decree of Naxos relates that “Bacchon son of Nicetas, the
nesiarch, came to the city of Cos in accordance with the instructions of King Ptolemy [II]
and the League of Islanders, and asked for judges and arbitrators to decide on the
contracts which were disputed.”45 The specifics of this ‘dispute’ have been lost to the
past, but it seems likely that it would have been a dispute over mercenary contracts for
crewing the island’s fleet. If that were the case, it means that a nesiarch came to the city
to arbitrate a dispute that was quintessential to the trierarchs’ business of ship
maintenance. Such a practice represents a marked difference from the Athenian model of
naval power. Under Ptolemy, the trierarchs were little more than fleet sponsors, while the
nesiarchs were the real movers and shakers of Mediterranean island policy, and were
second only to Ptolemy in the power structures between Egypt and the Islands. It remains
unknown whether Cos or Naxos invited Ptolemy’s judicial intervention, or whether the
king imposed his own legal structure, but in either case, the power and influence of the
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nesiarchs would have been a very visible reminder of Ptolemy’s hegemony over the
islands of the League. The fact that Naxos set up a decree honoring this nesiarch implies
that their representatives won the dispute, and speaks to the high level of visibility that
these ‘fleet commanders’ held through their various roles as arbitrators and adjudicators
within the span of Ptolemy’s hegemony.46
The so-called “Syrian War of Succession”, ca. 280-279 BCE, saw Ptolemy’s
hegemony reach its largest physical extent in terms of the distribution of cities that
reported directly to him. Through an alliance with Miletus, ground troops on Samos, and
the presence of Ptolemaic officials in the outlying provinces, Ptolemy was able to extend
his influence to “almost complete dominance from the coast of Egypt and Phoenicia up to
southern and western Anatolia.”47 The year 279 BCE remains crucial to understanding
Ptolemy II’s novel naval power. On the one hand, because the date for the largest
physical extent of Ptolemy’s empire was only a few years into his reign, it is all too easy
to jump to the conclusion that for the majority of Ptolemy’s reign his empire was
diminishing in size. This may technically be accurate, but it belies the impact and
ingenuity of the system of thalassocracy that Ptolemy was pioneering in 279. Despite the
size of his hegemony reaching its peak in 279, his largest changes to the notion of a
thalassocracy were yet to come. The novel roles of the nesiarchs had played a key part in
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shaping Ptolemy’s hegemony across the islands of the Mediterranean, but the
development of the polyreme would change the face of the navy itself.
Navies in the early Hellenistic did not conscribe to the same basic structures
presented by Athens previously or Rome in the years to come, due largely to the
experimentation of early Diadochoi such as Ptolemy. To the modern historian,
Hellenistic navies seem more like a mass of numbers than an amalgamation of ships.
Take, for example, Athenaeus’ description of one such fleet:
[Ptolemy II] Philadelphus stood apart from all other kings in wealth and
strove so zealously in regard to all his constructions that he surpassed
everyone even in the number of his ships. Indeed, the largest of his ships
included two “thirties”, one “twenty”, four “thirteens”, two “twelves”,
fourteen “elevens”, thirty “nines”, thirty seven “sevens”, five “sixes”,
and seventeen “fives”. He had twice as many ships as these from “fours”
to triemioliai; and the ships sent to the islands and to the other cities he
ruled and to Libya numbered more than four thousand.48
These are the polyremes, used for ‘big ship warfare’ in the peculiar Hellenistic period of
naval development that William Murray has dubbed the Age of Titans.49 All
dramatization aside, these ships were in fact quite titanic, as well as quite peculiar. Earlier
navies had consisted almost exclusively of the Greek trireme: boats built with the intent
of reaching high speeds from their three (tri-reme) tiers of rowers in order to ram into the
sides of opposing ships, effectively scuttling them. Polyremes, as their name implies,
could have almost any number of tiers of rowers.50 Such ships were large and expensive,
but they had become quite the rage. Demetrius was the first of the Diadochoi to test out
this style of ship, as he needed large naval structures to support the siege weapons that his
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moniker suggested. As Poliorcetes, “the Besieger,” his reputation for protracted sieges
continued even as he assailed targets that required naval assaults, as he built larger ships
to transport and utilize his siege weaponry.
However, Demetrius did not start the “big ship phenomenon” so much as he
simply tested the use of a few big ships; these large vessels did not become a Hellenistic
phenomenon until Ptolemy deployed them on a scale beyond that of anyone prior. These
boats were not ideal for all forms of naval warfare. They were slow and expensive, and
thus susceptible to defeat from smaller, cheaper, and faster vessels. As previously
mentioned, however, Ptolemy’s main goal was not to win naval battles – it was to control
the sea via the establishment of a network of influence. In this regard, polyremes offered
the perfect ‘propagandist’ tool. Looking at the numbers of ships (and numbers of tiers to
each ship) listed by Athenaeus, it is clear that Ptolemy had a predilection for ships of
entirely unwieldy sizes. Triremes had already been fairly cramped, and wooden boats that
relied on manpower for speed could only get so heavy. As such, even moving up to
“fours” and “fives” required some dramatic feats of engineering. Imagining a “nine,” let
alone a “thirty,” requires a fair amount of creativity, and actually deploying one would
have required a whole lot more in terms of wood, tar, cloth, labor, and manpower.51 What
is important here is that the majority of these enormous polyremes were not made to be
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practical, but rather were created for the message of prestige that they broadcast. They
placed Ptolemy and Egypt at the forefront of political posturing across the powers at play
in the Mediterranean.
In this light, Ptolemy’s enormous polyremes were something akin to the moated
French chateaux. They were huge, expensive, and not very mobile. Even their technically
‘defensive’ nature was undermined by their sheer size and grandiosity, which drew the
attention of everyone around them. In antiquity, procuring the requisite materials,
tradesmen, and rowers to build and maintain a single ship was an enormously expensive
endeavor. This was conspicuous consumption: Ptolemy’s polyremes broadcast a
grandiosity that served to buoy his influence in the Mediterranean. These ships may have
been unwieldy and at times ineffective, but they sent a clear and potent message that
Egypt under Ptolemy was massively wealthy, could draw on huge stocks of important
resources, and was intentionally focusing its military expansion on naval enterprises. The
turmoil of the Hellenistic period was not kind to the now-lost records of the costs of
building and maintaining the fleets of the Diadochoi, but comparisons with the
expenditures of the Athenian navy help reveal just how expensive (and thus how
conspicuous) Ptolemy’s fleet may have been. To set an extreme upper end for the cost of
maintaining such a fleet, we can take the average monthly cost of maintaining an
Athenian trireme, multiply it by twelve months in a year, again multiply by the
approximate 336 ships in Ptolemy’s peak fleet (not including those “sent to the islands”),
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and the resulting sum is a staggering 9,300 talents per year: roughly equal to the largest
single amount of gold ever held in the Athenian Acropolis under Pericles.52
This number is purely a rough estimate, but it does give a general sense of the
extent to which Ptolemy was willing to invest in his presentation of naval power. Two
significant differences between Ptolemaic Egypt and Classical Athens prevent any further
comparison. Firstly, Ptolemy’s rowers did not draw as heavily from among ‘Egyptian
citizens’ as the Athenian trireme did in being manned largely with Athenian citizens.53
Secondly, as Gabrielsen has convincingly argued, “finding the cash needed was not so
difficult as finding enough fit crews” when drawing from the residents of a single polis.54
Ptolemy, on the other hand, was well known for recruiting from a much larger pool of
sailors, and the international nature of his fleet added to his pan-Mediterranean message
of Egypt’s influence. In Theocritus’ Idyll XIV, a Greek by the name of Aeschinas says
that he has decided to leave Greece and make his fortunes elsewhere, perhaps in the
military trade, to which his friend Thyonichus responded: “I wish your hopes were
coming to pass, Aeschinas, but if you really think you should go abroad, Ptolemy (II)
does pay a free man very well indeed.”55 Despite the poet’ attempts to curry favor with
Ptolemy, it seems likely that the section quoted above was true to Ptolemy’s actual
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practices. As a king with both a large base of wealth and a desire to present himself as a
master of the sea, it makes perfect sense that Ptolemy would have projected himself as a
good paymaster for individuals interested in joining the navy. The focus on free men is
also worthy of note, as it shows that Ptolemy sought to hire mercenary rowers instead of
using forced slave labor, or at least that he wished to be viewed as a ruler whose fleets
ran on the strength of free men.
Furthermore, although the exact composition of Ptolemy’s rowing teams and the
expense of their upkeep cannot currently be known, there is quite a lot of evidence
regarding how Ptolemy gathered the wealth requisite to support his thalassocratic
endeavors. Prior to the 270’s, Ptolemy did not seem to have had many polyremes in his
armada.56 Yet the king’s intentions of spending huge amounts of money on something
can be traced back to immediately after he took the throne. His policy of expenditure
began with a focus on internal bureaucratization and the development of Egyptian
infrastructure. A collection of documents that has been labeled the “Revenue Laws” of
Ptolemy II help reveal a shift from standard Egyptian practice of levies in kind to a much
more extensive and bureaucratic system of monetary taxation. One example of this shift
can be found in Ptolemy’s new oil monopoly. Exactly how closely this system followed
its intended structure remains unknown, but the documents describing its function are
quite in depth. No farmers were allowed to dictate their own production or sale of any
oil-producing plant (aside from the olive trade), and steep fines were placed on
individuals who attempted to circumvent the authority of the tax farmers.57 One
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document in particular includes stipulations for the logistics of tax gathering, the monthly
balancing of tax accounts in the presence of a Ptolemaic advisor, the guidelines for
performing searches against suspected concealers of oil, and more. In short, whereas
other Ptolemaic legal constraints seem intended to boost production, this monopoly was
intended almost exclusively to fill the coffers of the Egyptian king with gold and oil –
metaphorical and literal ‘liquid capital’ from which to start amassing a fleet of polyremes.
In this manner, it appears that Ptolemy was beginning to set the foundation for his later
displays of excess and sea power many years before the first ‘thirty’ ever exited his
drydocks.
Beyond the message sent by these polyremes, Ptolemy worked to make Egyptian
coinage a visible, everyday example of Egypt’s economic strength in the Mediterranean.
While all other Diadochoi followed Alexander by basing their coins on the Attic
standard, Ptolemy took a different route by forcing all transactions to employ a new
Egyptian standard. This move caused all foreign traders, most of whom were integrally
linked to Alexandria, to bring their foreign coins to be reminted in accordance with the
Egyptian decree.58 As one ancient official put it, “I believe it is advantageous that as
much gold as possible should be imported from abroad and that the royal coinage should
always be fine and new.”59 The symbolism of the Egyptian weight standard thus echoes
the notion of ‘big ship politics’ established by the polyremes: Ptolemy’s new system of
coinage was not practical. In fact, it was actively at odds with every other system of
coinage present in the Mediterranean. Yet it made a statement to all the Hellenistic world
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that Egypt was different, and the abovementioned Ptolemaic official’s insistence on the
physical quality of these coins emphasizes the intentional broadcasting of Ptolemaic
strength, wealth, and prestige. What is more, the specific importance of monetary
exchanges between traders arriving and departing from Alexandria tied Ptolemy’s system
of coinage to maritime trading itself. As points of contact between the spheres of Ptolemy
and the other Diadochoi, trade interactions only served to highlight the impact of
Ptolemy’s administration on how trans-Mediterranean trade functioned on a day-to-day
basis, thus reinforcing his message of Egypt’s thalassocracy.
Ptolemy’s consolidation of capital is not the only indication that the king had
always intended to use his wealth for sending an international message of Egyptian
power via his enormous navy. His other methods of consolidating and refining an aura of
Egyptian strength lend credence to this notion. Again breaking from the expected mores
of Macedonian conquest established by Alexander, Ptolemy did not found a multiplicity
of Greek cities in Egypt.60 Instead, he chose to emphasize Alexandria’s geographic and
cultural position as the fulcrum between the Egyptian world and the larger
Mediterranean. This focus on Alexandria has led to some unfortunate speculation on the
part of some subsequent historians.61 The argument runs that Ptolemy II’s shift of the
capital to Alexandria shows an abandonment of ‘Egypt’ and its culture in favor of
‘Greece’ and its culture, and that his lack of further urban foundations underscores his
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dismissal of expanding power in Egypt itself in favor of forming connections with the
Hellenistic world. However, this hypothesis should be immediately dismissed. Ptolemy’s
proliferation of Egyptian coins and his message of Egyptian grandiosity are both strikes
against this notion, but they are not nearly the only ones.
Ptolemy did not found any large cities to compete with Alexandria in the Greek
world, but he did expand the living and farming capacities of the Fayum – then known as
the Marsh (Limnê).62 The province was divided into legislative districts, some initially
settled with Greek veterans from Ptolemy’s army, and the area saw the addition of
drainage dykes and other works of infrastructure to increase the agricultural stability of
the land and its defense from the possible dangers of the Nile’s flooding.63 Here can be
seen two points of evidence against the argument that Ptolemy was more interested in the
Greek world than in ‘Egypt’ itself: not only did he promote Greek settlement away from
Alexandria, but he also instituted a series of large-scale building products that developed
the agricultural safety of Egypt without significantly contributing to his own royal
coffers. One surviving document relates the obligations and exemptions of one region in
this push for infrastructure. In terms of the compulsory labor required to construct canals
and dykes in the Fayum region, this document shows the division of labor between
various construction projects and lists those exempted from such labor: the elderly, the
young, most temple workers, certain individuals with governmental favors, and “those
assigned to the fleet.”64
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Furthermore, while Hellenistic Egypt was known for the difficulty of controlling
crime within its borders,65 Ptolemy’s attempts to suppress crime rates show his continued
interest in sending a cohesive message of Egyptian power. It appears that one of the main
reasons for this crackdown on crime was the preservation of Egyptian self-presentation to
the rest of the Mediterranean. In one ordinance of Ptolemy II, when listing the levels of
punishment to be meted out to different peoples, Ptolemy declared that sailors in the
royal navy who were caught committing crimes were to be treated like those who had
already been labeled as dissolutes: “Brigands, other criminals, and royal sailors are to be
arrested [after a crime] and no one shall protect them from arrest.”66 Ptolemy had thus
placed his navy at the forefront of Egypt’s international presence, and as such, he took
the actions of his sailors quite seriously.
It should now be easy to see why Ptolemy was styled as a king who “is the good
guardian who rescues Egypt, [...] who constructs fine vessels on the sea; [...] Fear of him
prevails on water and on sand, and his virtue rules over all peoples on land and sea;
They come and follow the steps of the king.” By solidifying control of Cyprus and the sea
basin surrounding it, he created a defensive buffer around Egypt. By constructing
enormous sea vessels, he made a statement about Ptolemaic power, wealth, and prestige.
His “virtues” were more nebulous, but he did make efforts to present a façade of
decreasing crime rates and increasing infrastructure. And finally, individuals did come
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and follow the steps of the king, in terms of the Islanders who submitted to him, the
traders who followed his laws, and the sailors who purportedly traveled from abroad to
join his navy. All of these logistical successes were to culminate in the middle of
Ptolemy’s reign. However, perhaps the single most important change to Ptolemaic rule
was yet to come. The year 279 BCE, which marked the largest physical expanse of
Ptolemy’s empire, also coincided with one of the most pivotal events in the development
and trajectory of Ptolemaic sea power: the arrival of Arsinoë II in Egypt.
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Chapter 3:
Arsinoë II: Cultural Hegemony Under Egypt’s Religious Figurehead
Princess, Great of praise, Lady of all the people,
Sweet of Love, Mistress of Upper and Lower Egypt,
King’s wife, sister [...], Daughter of Amun,
Lady of the Two Lands (Arsinoë) the divine Philadelphos.67
In 279 BCE, no one could have guessed that Arsinoë II was to become the
formidable figure honored in the above inscription. The circumstances surrounding her
arrival in Egypt were anything but auspicious. At around the age of fifteen, Arsinoë had
been married to Lysimachus of Macedon, with whom she had had three children.
However, after Lysimachus’ death, Arsinoë had then married her paternal half-brother
Ptolemy Keraunos – a marriage that quickly dissolved into conflict. Arsinoë was
suspected of plotting against Ptolemy Keraunos with their sons, so Keraunos had ordered
the sons killed. Arsinoë had then fled south, ending up in Alexandria under the protection
of her full brother, Ptolemy II. At this point, Arsinoë had already suffered a violently
unsuccessful (half-)sibling marriage and had lost her political hold in Macedon, whereas
Ptolemy II was the sole ruler of Egypt and was already married to Arsinoë I, his distant
cousin. If anything, it may have seemed likely to contemporaries that Arsinoë II would
fade into the background while Arsinoë I grew into her role as queen of Egypt’s growing
thalassocracy.
As time would tell, the opposite occurred. Shortly after Arsinoë II’s arrival,
Ptolemy accused his first wife of some crime against the king and had her exiled. The
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precise dates of this exile and of Arsinoë II’s marriage to Ptolemy are unclear, as is the
veracity of ancient authors’ claims that Arsinoë II was the instigator behind the exile of
Arsinoë I. Whatever the case, royal depictions of Arsinoë II begin to appear soon after
279 BCE, with the implication that little time passed between the exile and the marriage.
From this point onward, Ptolemy’s thalassocracy became increasingly concerned with
disseminating Arsinoë’s developing persona as queen, goddess, protector, and unifier of
Egypt’s Mediterranean hegemony.
As a brief historiographical note, discussion of Arsinoë II’s navigation of the
largely male-dominated power structures of the Hellenistic world must not be clouded by
the once-traditional scholarly obsession with emasculation. Bevan, for example, though
largely thorough in his treatment of the Ptolemaic dynasty, generalized that Ptolemy II
must have been of weak masculine spirit in order for a queen such as Arsinoë II to have
any large degree of influence in Egypt: “Even if he had not the feelings of a lover for his
sister, he may have sincerely mourned the loss of her strong directing intelligence [upon
her death].”68 Though not to the degree that Cleopatra VII would later be fetishized as a
dominating foreign queen, Arsinoë has nonetheless been treated as an exciting inversion
of the masculine power dynamic. This is not to say that Arsinoë did not express a
remarkable degree of influence, but rather to point out that her impact on Egypt needs to
be clarified in and of itself. Perhaps ironically, the trend of focusing on the imagined
emasculation of Ptolemy is due in part to just how pivotal Arsinoë’s arrival in Egypt was
for the trajectory of Ptolemaic thalassocracy. Who exactly ‘wore the pants’ in the
relationship between Arsinoë and Ptolemy is not the issue at hand, but rather a distraction
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from Arsinoë’s accomplishments in evolving and propagating the thalassocracy that
Ptolemy had started.
That being said, a full-sibling marriage would have shocked many ancient Greek
and Roman observers as much as it would a modern audience. Athenaeus commented on
one contemporary Alexandrian poet whose ribald verses on the subject, including the
thinly-veiled line “he pierced the forbidden fruit with deadly sting,” earned him death at
the hands of one of Ptolemy’s commanders. Although no ancient Greek word existed
entirely synonymous with the modern term ‘incest,’ the Hellenistic world was
nonetheless generally antagonistic to the notion of ‘mixing the blood’ amongst direct
relatives. Sophocles’ tale of Oedipus Tyrannus gives examples for both the exception and
the rule to this taboo. On the one hand, Oedipus’ accidental marriage to his own mother
caused strife of physical, emotional, and divine natures. On the other hand, the king
transcended the boundaries of normal human practice, showing that his power (whether
gained by his own hand or given by the hand of Fate) extended beyond that of ordinary
humans. Sheila Ager, commenting on the Ptolemaic dynasty as a whole, has written that
the Ptolemaic rulers “did not ‘break’ a taboo by engaging in sibling marriage – rather,
they [demonstrated] their own extraordinariness by breaching a limit constraining the
actions of ordinary people.”69 In this sense, the message sent to the larger Hellenistic
world by Arsinoë’s marriage to Ptolemy was not simply one of a forbidden union: it was
a message of Egyptian power, just as Ptolemy had broadcast earlier through his
presentations of thalassocratic power and excess.
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Moreover, sibling marriage was fully in line with earlier pharaonic practices.
Diodorus commented on the exceptionalism of the earlier Egyptian pharaohs’ practice of
sibling marriage, saying: “the Egyptians also made a law, they say, contrary to the
general custom of mankind, permitting men to marry their sisters, this being due to the
successes attained by Isis in this respect.”70 In other words, not only could sibling
marriage be presented as a quintessentially Egyptian, royal precedent, but it could also be
tied to the Hellenistic world’s perceptions of an Egyptian goddess. Arsinoë and Ptolemy
quickly discovered the potential power of the Egyptian queen’s ties to divinity as a means
for further developing their hegemony in Egypt and the Mediterranean. Power and excess
– two of the largest facets to Ptolemy’ early expansion – could be tied to the spheres of
multiple female deities. Isis, Hathor, and Aphrodite’s ties to fertility all offered avenues
of connection to the physical manifestation of Egypt’s agricultural excess, while their
connections to sexual fertility tied Ptolemy and Arsinoë to the notions of a ‘dynasty’ that
they were just beginning to formulate. Isis and Hera were both queens of the gods, and
both had married their divine husbands despite the taboos of incest present amongst
mortal humans. Furthermore, Isis and Aphrodite’s connections to water and the sea could
be incorporated into Ptolemy’s thalassocratic agenda to reinforce the notion of
hegemonia over the Mediterranean.
These goddesses are here painted in broad strokes, both to acknowledge the
multifaceted nature of their images as well as to highlight Ptolemy and Arsinoë’s
effective use of these images. On the one hand, these goddesses were so multi-valent that
it is impossible to nail down any one specific facet or sphere of influence that each one
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embodied. For example, Isis and Hathor were both tied to fertility in some manner or
another, but current scholarly work is divided about the particulars of either one’s cult.71
On the other hand, these images did not remain in Egypt, but were also broadcast across
the Mediterranean. Since many Hellenistic Greeks would not have been entirely familiar
with the multivalent deities of the Egyptians (and vice versa), it seems accurate to
analyze the images in Arsinoë’s and Ptolemy’s self-presentation through the lens of how
they could have been perceived by various audiences, not just how they would have been
processed by those individuals who most understood the cult of a specific goddess. In this
vein, what mattered most to the religious imagery of Ptolemy’s thalassocracy was not to
holistically present the cults of each goddess to the diverse peoples of the Mediterranean,
but rather was to widely broadcast Arsinoë’s personal associations with Isis, Aphrodite,
Hathor, and Hera.
Of these goddesses, Arsinoë was most commonly associated with Isis in
inscriptions, bas-reliefs, and statues. In terms of the distribution of these images, Arsinoë
was identified with Isis in temple engravings at Alexandria, Ma’sara, Sais, Medamoud,
Edfu, Memphis, and Philae, among other locations.72 The listed temple complexes span
the entirety of the Nile river up to the first cataract, showing the extent to which her
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connection to Isis was assimilated into temples across Egypt. This prominence is not
surprising: note that the deity’s sphere of influence covers every aspect of Ptolemy and
Arsinoë’s agenda. Hathor was perhaps more entrenched in the role of fertility goddess
than Isis, but Isis’ multivalent persona was more fitting with Arsinoë’s message of
personal influence.73 Hathor was also a much more traditional deity of association for the
wives of pharaohs, so by focusing on Isis, Arsinoë was able to make a bold declaration of
her movement beyond the more constrained roles of previous kings’ wives.74 The
important and powerful religious center at Memphis in particular stands out for the
number of references to Arsinoë as Isis found within its temple complex. Isis was already
represented here in her role as a protective mother figure, but Memphis was also a key
site for the cults of the various deified pharaohs, such as Ramses II and Nectabeno.75 In
this way, Arsinoë was able to form a bridge between the past and future of Egypt. Her
connection to the fertility of Egypt’s royal line served to call back to the traditions of
Ptolemy’s pharaonic ‘ancestors’ while also ushering in the hint of a new dynasty.
Arsinoë’s depictions in these engravings follow the same pattern that crops up
wherever she was portrayed in a cult setting: she simultaneously fit into the preexisting
norms of whichever cult her image has joined, while making her own novel changes to its
overall message. In particular, Arsinoë appeared in scenes featuring Ptolemy’s veneration
of the gods, scenes in which pharaoh’s wives could traditionally be portrayed standing
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behind their husbands. And yet Arsinoë was sometimes portrayed standing on the side of
the gods, and even where she stood behind Ptolemy, the depictions made it apparent that
she was one of the most (if not the most) important character. Maria Nilsson has
thoroughly outlined the use of the “crown line” in Egyptian reliefs: a style according to
which the highest peak of each individual’s crown served to represent the relative
importance of each individual. Arsinoë always wore a tall crown. When shown as a
human queen, standing behind Ptolemy, her crown line usually extended higher than his
– in line with the deities opposite them.76 When shown in Isis’ stead on the side of the
gods, Arsinoë’s crown was second only to that of the leading male deity. For example, in
one scene, her crown was shorter than Horus’ (who stood at the front) but taller than
those of Hathor and Serapis, while in another scene, her crown was shorter than Amun’s
(who stood at the front) but taller than Khonsu’s.77
This crown itself was an amalgamation of multiple past styles, combining the ‘red
crown’ of Lower Egypt (one of the oldest styles of Egyptian crown) with horns and
feathers symbolizing her role as wife of the king. Her inscriptions, with labels in various
iterations of “King’s wife, sister, daughter,” in turn folded these images into the image of
Isis. As “King’s wife,” Arsinoë was the wife of Ptolemy, just as Isis was the wife of
Osiris; this mirroring in turn manifested both mortal and immortal aspects of pharaonic
rule. As the king’s full sister, Arsinoë not only further tied herself to the sibling-marriage
of Isis and Horus, but she also highlighted her position as a more-than-mortal, with power
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beyond the norms of society.78 Reinforcing her connection to Ptolemy I thus served to
emphasize the reestablishment of traditional pharaonic dynastic progression, while also
legitimizing her own personal power. Arsinoë was not a wife who was brought in from
abroad (despite the fact that she quite literally came from Macedon), but she was rather
the daughter of the previous ruler, legitimated as a ‘truly Egyptian’ figure, thereby
making her individual claims to power not entirely reliant on the patriarchal claims of her
husband.
Many modern authors, such as Maria Nilsson, have turned in recent years to
analyzing the dramatic displays of power made in temple depictions of Arsinoë.
However, just as the intricacies of Ptolemy’s novel naval power have too often been
relegated to the summary that “he had a large navy,” so have the thalassocratic
implications of Arsinoë’s divine connections remained unexplored. Arsinoë’s ties to Isis
present one example of her reign that requires more explanation. In Ptolemy and
Arsinoë’s imagery, Isis was portrayed as a goddess of unity and protection just as much
as she was a goddess of fertility and queenship.79 Drawing from deeply held, New
Kingdom traditions, Isis’ son, Horus, the divine embodiment of the pharaoh, was destined
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to unite Egypt and safeguard it from Set. Isis constantly defended this child from danger
as he grew to become the powerful ruler who could face down Set and bring balance and
order (Maat) to the world.80 As the bringer of this unifying force, Isis (and, by extension,
Arsinoë) was the true ‘”Mistress of Upper and Lower Egypt” and protector of the whole
of Egypt.
Arsinoë took this role multiple steps further. As seen in the inscription quoted at
the beginning of this chapter, Arsinoë was recorded as both the “Mistress of Upper and
Lower Egypt” as well as the “Lady of the Two Lands.” It is highly doubtful that the
repetition of these phrases was unconnected to the developing trans-Mediterranean
thalassocracy of Ptolemy and Arsinoë. It was no secret that Ptolemy and Arsinoë were of
fairly Macedonian stock, that their main language remained Greek, and (as argued in the
preceding chapter) that their eyes were turned outward toward establishing hegemonia in
the wider tumult of the Hellenistic Mediterranean. Thus the title of Lady of “Two Lands”
began to move into a much wider liminal space: Arsinoë could be the lady of not only
Upper and Lower Egypt, but also of Egyptian royalty and Macedonian royalty, of
Egyptian culture and Greek culture, of the land and of the sea. Even the shift of the royal
capital from Memphis to Alexandria served to emphasize this new set of roles. Instead of
the “Two Lands” encompassing the sections of Egypt to the north and to the south of the
ruler at Memphis, the “Two Lands” became the Mediterranean to the north and Egypt to
the south of the ruler at Alexandria. Arsinoë could strengthen her role as a thalassocratic
unifier by way of her connection to Isis: in one myth, Set, the god of chaos, cut up Osiris
and scattered his body across the ocean, at which point Isis sailed around collecting the
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pieces of her husband.81 This myth, among others, presumably only strengthened
Arsinoë’s ties both to Isis and to her new title of “Lady of the Two Lands.”
Although Arsinoë was most often connected with Isis in the temples of Egypt, her
identification with Aphrodite in Alexandria and abroad served to further nuance her role
as a protector and unifier of the Mediterranean. While the wives of Egyptian pharaohs
had traditionally aligned themselves with Hathor and (to a lesser extent) with Isis, some
royal women in Greece and Macedon had begun to be connected to Aphrodite by the
time of Ptolemy.82 Most often, these associations of Greek and Macedonian women with
Aphrodite do not seem to have disclosed any deep level of interconnection between the
mortal and the divine personages involved. Instead, instances of tying Aphrodite’s cult to
individual women seems to have been an act of flattery both for the women and for the
men with whom they were partnered. For example, around 307 BCE, Athens established
temples to two of Demetrius’ hetairai (female companions) as Lamia Aphrodite and
Leaenea Aphrodite.83 As far as the evidence for these temples go, the combination of
mortal women with the divine goddess was more of a juxtaposition than a combination:
there is no proof of any incorporation of these women into cult practice, nor is there
evidence that these individuals were ever widely associated with the goddess beyond
these single temples. Thus these examples of divine association seem fairly short of reach
and ambition, as they served to highlight women’s beauty and their sexual connections to
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powerful men more than they made any substantial claims to the women’s individual
power or divinity.
Once again, Arsinoë took this precedent to an entirely new level. Women like
Lamia and Leaenea had never truly become Aphrodite: instead, a temple was dedicated to
the Aphrodite of Lamia, or the Aphrodite of Leaenea. Arsinoë, on the other hand, could
become Aphrodite herself, just as she had stepped into the role of Isis in Egyptian
religious proceedings. For example, the contemporary writer Posidippus refers not to the
Aphrodite of Arsinoë, but rather to Cypris-Arsinoë and Arsinoë Eupolia.84 Traditionally,
the deities in reference would have been Cypris-Aphrodite (the aspect of the goddess tied
to the island of Cyprus) and Aphrodite Eupolia (Aphrodite’s role as a protective deity for
sailor; literally “Aphrodite Good-for-sailing”). In these instances, Posidippus did not need
to reference Aphrodite by name, because in essence, he had already done so by
referencing Arsinoë. The connection between Arsinoë and Aphrodite was thus a much
closer and interchangeable linkage than previous attempts, which had only placed mortal
women next to a deity.
Why Aphrodite, however? Ptolemy and Arsinoë could very well have chosen to
focus exclusively on her successful prior syncretism with Isis, as that deity already held
long standing connections to Egypt’s traditions of royalty, to the unification of the world,
and to the marriage of divine siblings. That being said, much of the power of Arsinoë’s
self-presentation stemmed from its multivalent nature, and thus its potential for
application across the wide expanse of the Hellenistic Mediterranean. Aphrodite offered
an avenue for deepening three important aspects of Arsinoë’s projected identity: her ties
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to Greek and Macedonian culture and traditions, her overt crossing of sexual boundaries,
and her specific value to the sailors of Ptolemy’s new naval hegemony.
First of all, Isis’ ‘Egyptian’ nature and Aphrodite’s ‘Greek’ nature did not clash
with each other so much as they let Arsinoë wear many hats, both metaphorically as well
as literally. As previously mentioned, Isis’ overt continuity of traditional pharaonic cult –
and the crowns that came along with depictions of Arsinoë as said goddess – allowed the
queen to present herself as a member of the royal Egyptian line. Similarly, depictions of
Arsinoë as a traditional Greek goddess of fertility and sexuality – and the lack of
‘Egyptian’ headwear thus presented – allowed the queen to tie herself back to the
dominant culture of elites in Alexandria and the wider Mediterranean.85 In the cities of
the League of Islanders, Greek religious and cultural norms carried much more influence
with the elites than Egypt’s pharaonic traditions did. The Helleno-centrism (and claimed
cultic superiority) of these Greek communities required Arsinoë and Ptolemy to present
themselves with images that could connect to the Greek members of their hegemony.
Even though Alexandria was an ‘Egyptian’ city, its concentration of Greek and
Macedonian elites only served to further highlight the disparity of experience between the
part of the population that had come to Egypt following Alexander’s conquest and the
part of the population that traced its heritage further back.86 For example, in one of the
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most famous documents concerning the Hellenistic clash of Greek and non-Greek
culture, one complaint on papyrus written to Zenon, ca. 256 BCE, relayed a native
Egyptian’s concern that he did not know how to hellenizein: how to “act the Greek”
enough.87 In this manner, Arsinoë’s depictions as both an Egyptian ruler and a Greek
queen were peculiar at the time, in their broad outreach to the diverse cultures of
Ptolemy’s hegemony.
Arsinoë’s connection to Aphrodite ultimately allowed her to partially circumvent
the potential of a cultural divide in destabilizing the thalassocracy. No doubt Greek
observers who found themselves shocked by Ptolemy’s full-sibling marriage would have
been little convinced of its acceptability by Arsinoë’s association with the equally foreign
deity of Isis. Aphrodite’s divine persona as a transcender of mortal sexuality provided an
alternative connection for Arsinoë, as a connection to the goddess simultaneously
allowed her to slot into preexisting Greek traditions of divinity while also reinforcing to a
Greek audience her own singularity through ‘excess’ of a sexual nature. This move
further helped to promote Ptolemy’s presentation in the Mediterranean world, since it
declared his personal connection to the goddess. In other words, when Arsinoë’s decisive
role in Ptolemaic policy was an easy target for Ptolemaic detractors as a sign of the king’s
‘emasculation,’ Arsinoë’s role as Aphrodite could have also been an attempt to counter
any such denigration, by showcasing Ptolemy’s sexual connection to the embodiment of
female beauty.
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Finally, Aphrodite was a goddess for sailors across the Mediterranean world.
Aphrodite held specific connections to the sea itself, as well as to Cyprus – her mythic
birthplace, the site of one of her oldest sanctuaries, and a key cornerstone of Ptolemy’
thalassocratic power.88 As previously mentioned, one of Aphrodite’s epithets was
“Euploia”, or “Good-for-sailing.” She was a protective goddess for sailors, and cult
images of Aphrodite Euploia have been found throughout the Mediterranean.89 One
example in particular stands out to highlight the thalassocratic implications of Arsinoë’s
connection to Aphrodite: Callicrates’ establishment of a temple to Arsinoë Aphrodite at
Cape Zephyrion.90 Callicrates was one of the all-important nesiarchs of Ptolemy’s fleet,
who was originally from Samos but had arrived in Egypt in the same year as Arsinoë,
perhaps even as a part of her entourage. The temple at Zephyrion thus represented a naval
commander’s dedication to a protective goddess for sailors – a goddess who has been
identified with his own queen – on one of the islands central to both Aphrodite’s mythos
as well as to Arsinoë’s Mediterranean influence, all in the years immediately following
the peak of Ptolemy’s naval power in 279 BCE. The role of a nesiarch in funding and
founding this temple speaks to the intentionality with which Arsinoë’s image was spread
by the leaders of Ptolemy’s thalassocracy.
Ptolemy and Arsinoë further developed the latter’s identity as Aphrodite by
enacting their own, altered version of the Adonia. This festival had originated as a
Mesopotamian mourning ritual for the god Tammuz, but was appropriated by classical
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Greek audiences as a women’s festival of mourning and celebration tied to the mythic
death of Adonis.91 As befit the newly emergent international Ptolemaic message of
grandiosity, Arsinoë set aside the modest potted plants used by women in Greece and
opted for “all kinds of fruit” as well as displays of agricultural extravagance “kept in
silver baskets.”92 Furthermore, Adonis’ ability to transcend beyond death helped to
highlight the Ptolemy’s pharaonic reincarnations and Arsinoë’s dual nature as both Isis
and Aphrodite. Celebrated in Alexandria, the crux of Ptolemaic conflict between the
Egyptian and the rest of the Mediterranean, the Adonia intentionally placed Arsinoë’s
religious and cultural roles side by side. Just as Isis had lost her husband Osiris to the
chaotic force of Set, so had Aphrodite lost Adonis to the unexpected violence of a wild
boar. To put her own twist on the festival, Arsinoë had the effigies of Adonis thrown into
the sea: a practice peculiar to the Alexandrian ritual.93 In other words, not only was the
body of Osiris thrown into the Nile, which was within Isis’ (and thus Arsinoë’s) sphere of
influence, but the body of Adonis was now thrown into the Mediterranean, which was
Aphrodite (and thus Arsinoë’s) sphere of influence. By adding this Alexandrian flair to
the festival, Arsinoë effectively melded her two major divine associations into one
complex liminal space highlighting her connection to the sea.
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Ptolemy’s image as rightful pharaoh similarly benefitted from this new approach
to the Adonia. As previously mentioned, many contemporaries had looked askance at the
prominent role Arsinoë held within Egypt, and connected her strength to Ptolemy’s
weakness. Now, however, the pool of imagery from which Ptolemy could draw included
the epitome of male beauty and masculinity: Adonis, whom even Aphrodite could not
resist. Furthermore, just as Arsinoë’s roles as Isis and Aphrodite were strengthened by
her additions to the festival of the Adonia, so was Ptolemy’s role as Osiris tied to his
newfound connection to Adonis. Both gods were symbols of masculine power; divine
right to rule on the one hand and physical beauty and prowess on the other. In this
manner, the Adonia served as a small microcosm in which Ptolemy and Arsinoë’s divine
representatives could interact on a much deeper level, strengthening their ties to both
Greek and Egyptian traditions.
One other deity appears in connection with Arsinoë, albeit more in literary
reference than in ritual cult practice: Hera. As the wife of Zeus, king of the gods, Hera
offered yet one more opportunity for Arsinoë to connect herself with divinity. She was
even married to her own brother, Zeus, to offer yet another divine example for
transcending of mortal taboos. Yet Arsinoë was only connected to Hera in two major
sources: Plutarch’s account of a minstrel singing “and Zeus called Hera his sister and
wife,” and Theocritus’ mention of “the sacred marriage of the immortals whom Queen
Rhea bore as kings of Olympus, [...] Zeus and Hera.”94 One argument for the relative lack
of connections between Arsinoë and Hera is that Ptolemy did not wish to be connected to
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Zeus: that most of the Successors chose to align themselves with Dionysian figures
instead of Zeus, because they were not dynastic figures (yet) but rather were individuals
of great personal power.95 This interpretation does not make sense in connection to
Ptolemy. After all, the Egyptian deities that he and Arsinoë connected themselves to were
inextricably dynastic figures. Rather, it seems to make more sense that Arsinoë did not
fully assimilate with Hera because Hera was not as useful to her. She had already formed
a bridge between the Egyptian and non-Egyptian world through her dual roles as
Aphrodite and Isis, both of whom were better candidates for supporting her siblingmarriage than the more stern figure of Hera, and both of whom offered more extensive
connections to the Nile, the sea, and Ptolemy’s thalassocratic influence than Hera did. In
this light, it is not all that surprising that Hera never received the same prominence under
Ptolemy and Arsinoë. Isis and Aphrodite had already accomplished so much.
Arsinoë’s establishment as the figurehead of Ptolemy’s Mediterranean hegemony
is even more surprising given the brevity of her reign. Arsinoë only ruled with Ptolemy in
Egypt for eleven years at the maximum, and only a handful for the minimum. During the
few years in which she was queen, she not only circulated the religious imagery outlined
above, but her presence also managed to physically circulate across the Mediterranean,
via her portraits on Ptolemaic coins, which, between 279 and 268, appeared in many port
cities of the Mediterranean. One of the most common coin issues, shown in figure 1,
depicts Ptolemy and Arsinoë in profile on the obverse, with Ptolemy I Soter and Berenice
I in the same arrangement on the reverse. Throughout the roughly eleven years that
Arsinoë was living in Alexandria, coins of this type circulated across the Mediterranean
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through the trade routes of the League of Islands; some made it further afield, as mints in
Alexandria, Tyre, Sidon, Joppa, Ace-Ptolemais, and Gaza all produced their coins for
circulation among the navies and traders who stopped over in their cities.96
The emphasis of this coin type is on the shared power of Ptolemy and Arsinoë, as
well as on their connection to the previous (and now deified) Ptolemaic royal couple. The
former focus served to highlight Arsinoë’s new role as the highly visible face of
Ptolemy’s hegemony and its reach across the Mediterranean, whereas the latter was a
new development in Ptolemy’s policy of familial propaganda that had begun with the
establishment of his Ptolemaieia across the League of Islands.97 Once Arsinoë arrived in
Egypt, Ptolemy continued to venerate his father, but restructured his methods of doing so
in order to make room for Arsinoë’s growing identity as the figurehead of his hegemony.
After 279 BCE, Ptolemy seems to have venerated his father less as an individual deity
and more as just another member of a growing Ptolemaic pantheon. Not until the reign of
Ptolemy III would Ptolemy II and Arsinoë II be labeled in official royal cult as the theoi
philadelphoi, the “father and mother loving gods,” but this message had begun while
Ptolemy and Arsinoë were still on the throne.98 The image on the obverse of the coin in
figure 1 became the staple image used by Ptolemy III to venerate the two rulers as a
divine couple, which should not be surprising given the extent to which Arsinoë and
Ptolemy had already been tied to divinity during their lifetimes.
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For Arsinoë, that lifetime turned out to be a brief one, as she died in 268 BCE.99
After her death, however, Ptolemy continued to propagate her image at the forefront of
his thalassocracy, shifting the focus on her person more toward her identity as a unifier
and a protector (which could continue long after her physical presence in Alexandria)
than on her identity as a human ruler. The best example of this shift again comes through
coinage, as temple decorations were not dramatically changed from year to year. The
most common coin type of Ptolemy after the death of Arsinoë, shown in figure 2,
presents her in a style similar to that used on coins prior to her death, but with a number
major differences. On the reverse of the coin, the focus was now fully on the double
cornucopia, which not only promoted her role as a figure of fertility, but also emphasized
her role as the “Lady of Two Lands,” who unites the Egyptian kingdom and the larger
Mediterranean world. Secondly, this type was minted as octadrachms, tetradrachms, and
decadrachms, instead of just one of the above.100 This extremely broad range of
denominations implies that Ptolemy wished for the image to be disseminated as widely as
possible.
Beyond the circulation of coins, Arsinoë quite literally began to show up
everywhere through the process of renaming cities. Ptolemy was apparently not done
promoting the propagation of her image and cult throughout the Mediterranean, since
after her death, a large number of port cities in the Mediterranean changed their names to
Arsinoë.101 In some of these cases, the change seems to come directly from the Ptolemaic
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administration, but it is not out of the question that some cities decided to change their
own names as a nominal show of allegiance and support to their Mediterranean
hegemony. Arsinoë may have died while Ptolemy was still building his thalassocracy, but
her image grew to become the backbone of his international message of hegemony. One
can imagine a sailor on a Ptolemaic vessel, who has sacrificed to Aphrodite/Arsinoë for
safe travels, arriving at port in a city called Arsinoë, only to trade his Egyptian coins with
Arsinoë’s face on them in order to conduct business before setting off on his next voyage.
Ptolemy ruled for a full twenty years after the death of Arsinoë, but his international
policies saw little change once he had firmly established the deified Arsinoë as a the face
of his hegemony. By the time of Ptolemy’s death in 246 BCE, Egypt had been
established as the preeminent naval power in the Mediterranean, due in large part to the
effectiveness of Arsinoë’s image in solidifying the various facets of Ptolemy’s
thalassocracy. Ptolemy’s network of hegemony over the “League of Islanders” was
strengthened by Arsinoë’s presentation as a unifying goddess and by her physical
circulation on coins. Ptolemy’s establishment of Cyprus as an effective naval base was
tied into Arsinoë’s identity as Aphrodite, the protector of sailors and patron goddess of
Ptolemy’s powerful nesiarchs. Arsinoë’s role as an Egyptian queen helped Ptolemy’s to
better tap into the powerful imagery of thousands of years of past Egypt’s pharaohs,
while her role as a Macedonian queen helped to bridge the gap between Egypt and the
Greek-speaking world. Arsinoë may not have played a role in Ptolemy’s first steps
toward establishing Egypt as a unique and powerful thalassocracy, but her multivalent
and wide-reaching images were what ultimately shaped the face of Egypt’s pioneering
hegemony over the Mediterranean.
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Chapter 4:
Rhodes, Cleopatra, and the End of Ptolemaic Thalassocracy
Secure therefore in his present good fortune, [Ptolemy IV Philopator]
began to conduct himself as if his chief concern were the idle pomp of royalty,
showing himself as regards the members of his court and the officials who
administered Egypt inattentive to business and difficult of approach, and treating
with entire negligence and indifference the agents charged with the conduct of
affairs outside Egypt, to which the former kings had paid much more attention
than to the government of Egypt itself.102
The above selection from Polybius’ Histories paints a very different portrait of Ptolemy
IV Philopator than the image modeled by his grandfather, Ptolemy II Philadelphus. Just
two generations after Ptolemy II, the hegemony of Egypt in the Mediterranean had begun
to fade, and later Roman historians (such as Polybius) found it all too easy to load
disparaging remarks upon every later Ptolemy to take the throne.103
While Ptolemy II had certainly enjoyed the “pomp of royalty,” his international
affairs were anything but negligent or indifferent. The model of wide-ranging
thalassocratic hegemony that he and Arsinoë II had crafted was not always destined
towards the ‘decline’ in influence that history was to reveal. Ptolemy II’s death in 246
BCE by no means put an end to Egypt’s political and cultural hegemony over the sea. His
fleet was still floating, his son (Ptolemy III) was on the throne, and if anything, this
successor was more primed to take the ideological reigns than his father had been.
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Ptolemy III had the figures of Arsinoë II and Ptolemy II, the theoi adelphoi, to use both
for dynastic and divine legitimization. In the same way that few would have guessed, in
280 BCE, that Arsinoë II would supplant Arsinoë I and become the figurehead of
Egyptian influence, so it seems likely that few would have guessed, in 246 BCE, that this
Ptolemaic thalassocracy was on the edge of disintegration.
Yet disintegrate it did. Here it becomes difficult to separate the facts from the
fictions surrounding the predecessors of Ptolemy II. On the one hand, the decline in
Egypt’s trans-Mediterranean power and cultural influence is attested by a wide array of
sources. No more did the Ptolemaic fleet commanders hold sway over the jurisdiction of
the Aegean, and no more did frequent conciliatory promises of support of the Ptolemaieia
appear across the islands. On the other hand, the extent to which this “negligence and
indifference” was due to the spoiled opulence that Polybius outlines is hardly as concrete.
The decline in Ptolemaic influence may very well have been due in part to the individual
whims of the dynasty’s rulers, but it also stemmed from fiscal instability, agricultural
struggles, and cultural clashes that arose in the centuries following Ptolemy II’s death.104
Regardless of the precise location where one chooses to draw the line between personal
decadence and bureaucratic instability, the fact remains that the thalassocracy established
by Ptolemy II and Arsinoë II did not long outlive their reign.
That being said, the pioneering form of and approach to thalassocracy developed
by Ptolemy and Arsinoë did not vanish entirely from the Mediterranean world following
their deaths. Ptolemy III certainly made some concerted efforts to maintain control over a
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sphere of control beyond Egypt itself. His excursion east, dubbed the “Laodicean War,”
was successful in temporarily solidifying control in the region of Persia, and Ptolemy III
even led troops in this campaign, something that Ptolemy II never did.105 Yet beyond his
support of the cults of Ptolemy II and Arsinoë II as theoi adelphoi, Ptolemy III did not
continue to pursue the same Mediterranean hegemonic agenda followed by his parents.
As evidenced by his brief military excursion, he seems to have defaulted back toward a
more Macedonian form of the maintenance of power. This turn away from the
innovations of Ptolemy II and Arsinoë II entailed a decline in Egyptian power and
influence at least a full generation before the ‘moral’ decline of the Ptolemies that was to
become a motif in ancient historiography. The next ruler to take the throne, Ptolemy IV,
did not wield nearly the same level of foreign power as exercised by Ptolemy II and
Arsinoë II, but he at least showed some attempt at referencing the influence of his
ancestors by constructing the massive “forty” described by Athenaeus.106 Yet this boat
was constructed largely devoid of the context that had made Ptolemy II’s polyremes
effective: by Ptolemy IV’s reign, Egypt did not have a strong enough Mediterranean
hegemony for this large, showy boat to be more than simply a large, showy boat.
That being said, the impact that Ptolemy and Arsinoë’s novel Mediterranean
hegemony had on the later Hellenistic world belies the ancient historiographical tendency
to give primacy to the land. The lasting ideological impact of Ptolemy and Arsine’s
approach to thalassocracy can be traced through two subsequent Hellenistic powers: the
naval aristocracy of Rhodes in the second century BCE and Cleopatra VII’s revival and
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reinterpretation of Ptolemaic thalassocracy in the 40s and 30s BCE. These are not the
only two instances of sea-based power to emerge in the Hellenistic world, but they are the
only two attempts to hold sway over the Mediterranean that held naval hegemony at their
core. Rhodian aristocrats in the second century BCE, and Cleopatra a century later, both
had the example of Ptolemy and Arsinoë from which to draw ideas for the formulation
and presentation of naval power. These naval powers developed their Mediterranean
influence along slightly different lines: Cleopatra placed more emphasis on the liminal
space of religious and geographic identification, while Rhodes emphasized the
practicalities of oceanic trade and combat.
The Rhodian aristocracy held naval prowess as one of its core tenets. A wide
variety of public and private documents from Rhodes around the year 200 BCE point out
the successful naval endeavors of the fleets’ captains and commanders, a practice which
stood in marked contrast with Ptolemy’s language of naval power and earlier Athenian
treatment of its own ‘naval’ aristocracy of the trierarchs.107 There had been very few
Athenian commentaries on the particular naval expertise of its trierarchs, or any captains
for that matter. Instead, Athenian honorifics focused on the wider scope of the
honorand’s actions: what polis they were influential in dealing with, how much money
they expended, and other notions of euergetism that Athenian aristocrats sought to
broadcast.108 Rhodian honorary inscriptions for its naval captains show much more of a
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focus on the actual naval successes of their honorands; while they do sometimes record
the costs of specific expenditures, they also dwell on the details of who defeated which
pirates and in which locations.109 Lacking the central pervading iconography of Arsinoë’s
connections between Egypt and the Mediterranean as a whole, Rhodes instead focused on
its individual commanders’ prowess over the sea and thus allowed the city to highlight its
own strengths: the prowess of its navies.110
Despite the widespread trade networks that Rhodes possessed across the
Mediterranean, the city does not take up much space in the annals of Hellenistic history,
in part due to the nature of its aristocracy. Rhodes had no Alexander or Demetrius or
Ptolemy (or even a central female figure such has Arsinoë) to become the focus of
complicated dynastic tales or heroic war stories. Instead, it was often relegated to the
sidelines of stories about the Diadochoi. Diodorus provides an example of this
perspective, as he only briefly turned from Ptolemy and Attalus in his Library of History
to recount how:
The Rhodians, thanks to their shrewdness and the uses to which they
turned their prestige, kept receiving payments of voluntary tribute, so to
speak, from the kings. For by honouring whatever men are in power with
clever flatteries and public decrees, and doing this, moreover, with
assurance and keen foresight, they gain favours and receive donations of
many times the value from the kings.111
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The image painted of Rhodes is not of a sea-power with a single ruler with official
Mediterranean hegemonic agreements (akin to Egypt and the Aegean islands under
Ptolemy), but rather of a centralized core of aristocrats who had developed a network of
influence stemming from their navies’ economic and martial prowess. Partially due to
this more fragmentary base of power, Rhodes never established any cohesive policy in
the Mediterranean that could be compared to the hegemony of Ptolemy and Arsinoë. As
Vincent Gabrielsen has argued, “there is no good evidence from the period 200-167 BC
for the exaction of tribute or taxes, or compulsory conscription of manpower, or forcible
installation of garrisons, or unwanted interference with constitutions” on the part of
Rhodes’ aristocrats.112 These patterns, too, might explain some degree of Rhodes’ relative
absence from the writings of Hellenistic historians: in never establishing a centralized
hegemony, and in absence of a monarchical “cult of persona,” the city never meddled
enough in the affairs of other Hellenistic powers to catch the attention of the likes of
Diodorus.
That being said, Rhodes did partially buy into the “big boat phenomenon” that
Ptolemy had initiated a few decades prior. Starting in the late third/early second century,
the Rhodian navy developed from a collective of mostly small, fast ships capable of
protecting trade routes to a more diverse range of large ships.113 Although these ships
never reached the massive scale of the Ptolemaic polyremes, they did seem to have been
intended to reinforce the image of Rhodes’ position as a dominant naval power. Indeed,
this shift to larger vessels seems to have perplexed later authors – Diodorus, who was
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quick to praise the “shrewdness” of the Rhodians, also recounted how “the Rhodians,
though world-renowned for their superiority in naval warfare, when unexpectedly
surrounded on all sides by a fleet of midget ships, ‘mice’ and ‘goats,’ were plunged into
the greatest distress.”114 In other words, while the Rhodians may have followed Ptolemaic
precedent in their construction of more massive boats, they faced similar issues with the
impracticality of these naval constructs, and Rhodian success as a Mediterranean power
thus rose and fell closely with the successes and failures of its naval enterprises. Such
fluctuations in turn manifest one of the largest differences between Ptolemy II’s
thalassocracy and the naval power of Hellenistic Rhodes. Ptolemy II had established
hegemony over the Mediterranean through his political control of the islands and his
cultural dissemination of Egypt’s influence through the image of Arsinoë. He highlighted
this hegemony by showing off the opulence of his polyremes, but these boats were not the
crux of his power: as previously mentioned, he rarely emerged victorious when it came to
actual battles on the sea.
Rhode’s focus on the successes of its naval enterprises took it down a different
path than Ptolemy’s thalassocracy, which had emphasized the multivalent connections
between himself, Arsinoë, Egypt, and the Mediterranean. No other Hellenistic power
came close to Rhodes’ renown as a naval force, let alone compete with the successes of
Ptolemy and Arsinoë’s wide-ranging thalassocratic ambitions. At least, none did so until
Cleopatra VII began to repurpose and reinterpret her ancestors’ thalassocracy in the years
leading up to the battle of Actium in 31 BCE – the battle often hailed as the end of the
Hellenistic era.
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Cleopatra’s father, Ptolemy XII Neos Dionysos Theos Philopator Theos
Philadelphos (or, as he was not so fondly dubbed by his contemporaries, Auletes),
represented the end of Ptolemaic power much more than his daughter did, despite the
vitriol directed at the latter by Roman writers. While Ptolemy XII’s ancestors had
exercised control over Egypt’s allies, military and naval forces, religious iconography,
and political bureaucracy, by the end of his reign, every single one of these had passed
out of the hands of the pharaoh. Auletes had so little control of the Egyptian bureaucracy
and so few means of retaining it that he requested Roman military aid from M. Porcius
Cato simply to regain control of his own country.115 In this light, Cleopatra did not truly
represent the ‘end of the Ptolemies:’ Auletes had already lost every building block of
influence that the earlier Ptolemies had set in place. Cleopatra was thus set with the task
of rebuilding Ptolemaic control in Egypt before she could ‘lose’ it to Octavian: a task
which she accomplished by reviving Ptolemy and Arsinoë’s Egyptian thalassocracy while
adding her own nuances in the face of an increasingly Roman Mediterranean.
Cleopatra’s first step toward reestablishing a Ptolemaic thalassocracy was to form
new alliances and reassert Egypt’s potential naval strength. She began to do this at the
very beginning of her reign: while still co-ruler with her child brother (Ptolemy XIII), she
decided to supply Pompey with a fleet of sixty ships when his naval base at Dyrrachium
was attacked by Caesar in 48 BCE.116 Not only does this move help reveal that Cleopatra
was from her early years interested in reasserting naval power and forming important
political connections, but it also puts yet another nail in the coffin of the myth that
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Cleopatra had always intended to ‘seduce’ Caesar into assisting her.117 Before the
outcome of the civil war was known, Cleopatra was not afraid to hedge her bets and
assist Pompey, especially when she could show her support through a magnanimous
donation of naval power. Cleopatra had to walk a very delicate balancing act when it
came to Roman diplomacy. Rome already viewed Egypt as a client state, thanks in no
small part to the actions of Ptolemy XII, and Egyptian leaders knew this. Cleopatra had to
keep the current state of Egypt’s relationship with Rome in mind, while it was at the
same time necessary to assert Egyptian autonomy in order to avoid becoming fully
engulfed by the spread of Roman influence.
Eventually it became clear that Caesar presented the best option for cementing
Egypt’s relationship with Rome and for Cleopatra’s securing of position against her
brother. The queen thus began her first notorious relationship with a prominent Roman
statesman.118 Cleopatra’s consistent and deep-rooted connections with Rome throughout
her rule proved to be one of the defining differences between her formation of Egyptian
power and Ptolemy and Arsinoë’s earlier thalassocracy, though not in the ways one might
initially expect. Ptolemy II had not faced one monolithic force in the Mediterranean when
he had begun to build upon the foundations of his father in establishing Egypt’s place in
the early Hellenistic world. As but one of the many Diadochoi (or their sons/relatives), he
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had much more freedom over what political relationships he sought to establish with
whom. By the 40s BCE, however, Cleopatra was not given a choice but to grapple with
the increasingly ubiquitous influence of the Romans. Her precursors, such as Auletes, had
already begun to treat Rome as the ‘schoolyard bully’ who could occasionally be called
upon to act as muscle in Mediterranean conflicts, but who was ultimately fickle and
bound to make its own decisions on how to treat the various Mediterranean powers of the
late Hellenistic period. In a classic display of this Roman method of intervention, Livy
describes, in his Ab Urbe Condita, how the consul Gaius Popillius Laenas interacted with
the Seleucid king Antiochus IV in the mid-second century BCE: “Popillius, stern and
imperious as ever, drew a circle round the king with the stick he was carrying and said,
‘Before you step out of that circle give me a reply to lay before the Senate.’ ”119 Rome
could very easily have drawn a similar line around Egypt during the first century BCE – a
fact that Cleopatra was quite aware of, given the one-sided relationship that her father
had experienced with Roman diplomacy.
In this light, though Cleopatra did lean on Roman influence much more than
Ptolemy and Arsinoë had ever done with another Mediterranean power, she did so out of
necessity during changed times. Egypt had been in Rome’s pocket for many years by the
time Cleopatra took the throne. Her Roman involvements, however, did not keep her
from developing her own imagery as a powerful and divine individual. In fact, she took
her personal identification with Isis further even than Arsinoë had done, perhaps as a
direct response to the realization that Egypt was less independent on the transMediterranean political playing field than it had been in the past. In what was probably
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her first year on the throne, 51 BCE, Cleopatra consecrated the new Buchis Bull at
Hermonthis near Thebes.120 In the dedicatory inscription commemorating this event,
Cleopatra is described as “The Queen, the Lady of the Two Lands, the goddess who loves
her father, rowed him in the barque of Amun, together with the boats of the kings.”121 As
the first excursion on which Cleopatra would have presented herself to the population of
greater Egypt, this occasion was used by Cleopatra as a moment to reassert her nature as
the “Lady of Two Lands”: the Isis figure pioneered by her ancestor, Arsinoë.122 Note that
the “boats of the kings” are emphasized, but the boy-king (her brother) is not even
mentioned. Although she would not officially take sole command of Egypt until Caesar
helped her to do so, and although she spent some time in Rome with Caesar currying the
influence of her connections to Rome, this stele seems to point to the very early roots of
Cleopatra’s dissemination of her own personal, divine, and quintessentially Egyptian
image as an Isis figure: the figure that would become the hallmark of her later rule.
Even while in Rome, Cleopatra’s image began to combine with that of
Aphrodite/Isis as Arsinoë’s had done. Caesar built a temple to Venus Genetrix and placed
a statue of Cleopatra next to the statue of Venus in 46 BCE, which, according to Appian,
still stood almost two hundred years later.123 Not only was Venus the Roman counterpart
to the figure of sexual fertility presented by Aphrodite, but Cleopatra’s connection,
specifically to the Roman figure of Venus Genetrix, highlighted her role as the
continuation of a powerful dynastic line. Furthermore, Caesar “allowed [Cleopatra] to
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name her son after him,” which angered many Romans but fit perfectly into Cleopatra’s
representation as Isis.124 This child, Caesarion, not only presented a new Horus but also
gave her a new Osiris: even more than Ptolemy had played Osiris to Arsinoë’s Isis, after
the death of Caesar in 44 BCE, Cleopatra could actually point to her relationship with a
murdered and deified ruler. She began to issue decrees under both her name and that of
Caesarion, which served to highlight his new role as a young pharaoh, and all the while
buoyed the queen’s self-presentation as a motherly Isis.125 Cleopatra’s Isis could now
effectively form a bridge between Rome and Egypt through Caesarion’s significance as
an heir both to Egypt and to Rome – a pairing that hinted at the formation of a new
hegemony over the entire Mediterranean.
Cleopatra began to build this image as a unifying entity via the use of the uraeus
and its symbolism. Arsinoë had been presented as a uniter of Egypt and the
Mediterranean – a figure that Cleopatra could benefit from adopting and adapting,
especially given the increasing importance of her connections to Rome. The traditional
Egyptian symbols of the uraeus and double uraeus from which Cleopatra drew most
commonly represented the dualities of the Pharaoh: both divine and human, mortal and
immortal, and (most importantly for the Ptolemaic thalassocracy’s image) uniter of both
Upper and Lower Egypt.126 Arsinoë had effectively taken the idea of “Lady of Two
Lands” and applied it to Egypt and the Mediterranean, but sometime in 40s or early 30s,
Cleopatra began to appear in statuary and other portrait depictions with a triple uraeus
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(see figure 3).127 This symbolism could conjure a wide variety of connotations, many of
which built upon Arsinoë and Ptolemy’s earlier imagery. Perhaps the simplest
explanation is that Cleopatra developed from the Lady of Two Lands (i.e. Egypt and the
surrounding Mediterranean) into a lady of three lands: the addition of Rome to her sphere
of influence would not have been necessary in the third century BCE but was most
definitely the case by the 40s. The triple uraeus could also represent herself, Caesar, and
Caesarion – i.e., Isis, Osiris and Horus. There are many other possible interpretations (her
rule in the past, present, and future is one tantalizing, if much less provable,
interpretation), and one take on the triple uraeus does not preclude the other messages
from holding power, but all of these messages point to notions of divine power and
unity.128
Thus it seems that Cleopatra had been quite busy developing her image as a
Ptolemaic unifying power long before Antony ever arrived in Egypt, and with him, the
subsequent image of Cleopatra evolved in literature and the arts from the first century
BCE to the present day. As Lucan wrote a century after Cleopatra’s death,
The outcome was in doubt on the Leucadian swells,
whether a woman, and a non-Roman at that, would rule the world.
This scheme of hers owes its inception to that night on which the unchaste
daughter of the Ptolemies first lay with a Roman general.
Who would not grant indulgence to you, Antony, for your insane
love, when even the stalwart heart of Caesar burned for her?129
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Such a voyeuristic and orientalising image, which has historically been painted of
Cleopatra, is the subject of many another work, but it is worth noting the “doubt” that
Lucan describes in the passage above. Although Antony’s relationship with the Egyptian
ruler was often taken as evidence of the emasculation of his manly Roman virtus, the
combination of Antony’s military strength with Cleopatra’s powerful imagery presented a
formidable front to the Roman world – a front over which Octavian had begun to gain
control in the wake of Caesar’s death. The canonical image of Cleopatra cruising to
Tarsus as Aphrodite, seductively meeting with Antony has thus been so overused
precisely because of how its initial significance effectively broadcast an ideological
message. As T.W. Hallard and others have shown, the intentional publicity and
decadence of Cleopatra’s meeting with Antony at Tarsus not only echoed her Ptolemaic
heritage, but also hinted at the future unity, even parity, of Egypt and Rome.130 Octavian
had not yet declared war on Antony (indeed, he never truly did, as he wished to avoid the
appearance of another civil war), and the power balance between the two Romans left it
unknown who would emerge victorious in the impending struggle. In this light,
Cleopatra’s role as a unifying deity between Egypt and the wider world was especially
effective, and formed part of the reason why later Roman authors so vehemently tried to
tear down her image by lambasting her sexual ‘degradation’ of Rome’s elite men.
In fact, two selections from Rome’s own Sibylline Oracles reveal the doubt
regarding who would prevail and, at the same time, help reveal the success of Cleopatra’s
images in permeating the Roman sphere. One part of the Oracles, written before the battle
of Actium, states the following: “As much as Rome took in from tribute-paying Asia,
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Asia will get back three times as much from Rome, and will repay her for her destructive
pride. [...] Tranquil peace will come to the Asian land; then Europe will prosper; the pure
air will stimulate the pastureland for years to come.”131 Here the fate of Rome was left
uncertain, and indeed the potential benefits of Cleopatra’s victory over Rome were being
cast in a much more favorable light than Augustus would ever have allowed in
subsequent narratives.132 This message of hope tied easily into Cleopatra’s message of
unified Egyptian hegemony in the Mediterranean. Conversely, after the battle of Actium
and the deaths of Antony and Cleopatra, the following verses appeared in the Oracles:
“Then the world will be ruined by a woman’s hands and will obey her in all matters. [...]
a widow [will be] queen of the whole world and [toss] gold and silver into the mighty
sea.”133 Soon after Octavian’s victory at Actium, there was a marked shift away from the
imagery of unification presented by Cleopatra, replaced by Octavian’s disparaging view
of her as a foreign temptress and the ruin of Roman virtus, in favor of his own claims to
the “restoration” of the Roman world.
Given Cleopatra’s self-presentation as the Lady of Two Lands (and beyond), the
Isis to Caesar’s Osiris, and the Aphrodite to Antony’s Dionysus, it is tempting to guess
the ‘what ifs’ of what could have happened should Cleopatra and Antony have emerged
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victorious from Actium in lieu of Octavian. Although Cleopatra’s reinterpretation of
Ptolemy’s thalassocratic hegemony had focused more on the imagery of unification than
on specifically naval power, Actium presented Cleopatra with a potential launching point
for pursuing the naval renown of her ancestor. It appears that the generals amassed to
command the combined forces of Cleopatra and Antony were cogent of this notion, as the
coins of Gaius Sosius reveal (see figure 4). Coin #1 in this image was struck with
Antony’s head on the obverse and the Ptolemaic royal eagle on the reverse, to emphasize
the tie between Rome and Egypt that Cleopatra sought to broadcast. Coin #4 is by far the
most interesting, however, as it explicitly presents the naval side of Cleopatra’s potential
Mediterranean hegemony: struck just before the battle of Actium, this coin carried
Neptune’s head on the obverse, with a dolphin and trident on the reverse. Such strong
naval imagery, minted by one of Antony’s own generals, seems to show a marked degree
of confidence in the strength and capability of Cleopatra’s navy at the dawn of the fateful
battle.
Not every general shared the same degree of confidence, however. Plutarch, in his
Life of Antony, tells an interesting story about one of Antony’s generals, who on the eve
of the fateful sea battle urged Antony to “Let the Egyptians and Phoenicians fight at sea;
give us the land, on which we are accustomed to stand and either die or conquer the
enemy.”134 Antony purportedly refused, and a wide number of ancient sources attest to
the fairly jumbled nature of his and Cleopatra’s enormous, packed Egyptian vessels. In
hindsight, the debacle at Actium appears to have resulted from this strategic choice.
Especially given the naval renown of Agrippa (Octavian’s commander) and the land-
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based successes of Antony, a ground assault would perhaps have been much more likely
to favor the side of Cleopatra. However, should the naval battle at Actium have come out
in favor of Egypt, Cleopatra would have had a clear and easy means of firmly
establishing her power over a new vision of a united Mediterranean. She would have
taken the thalassocratic ambitions of Ptolemy II another step further by crowning her
power with a decisive naval victory over the only remaining powerful rival in the
Mediterranean. Similarly, though the Egyptian navy’s reliance on exclusively slow,
massive polyremes appears to have be a disastrous decision, it could also have served as a
fantastic point of international propaganda for broadcasting Egypt’s reemergence into the
world of Mediterranean “big ship” diplomacy.
Of course, this did not end up being the case, and as Octavian developed into the
figure of Augustus, he made sure to wipe out all thoughts of Cleopatra as a successful,
multivalent ruler with thalassocratic ambitions, instead presenting her as a foreign
usurper who was justly defeated.135 Yet even Augustus could not entirely avoid how
close Cleopatra had come to uniting a Mediterranean hegemony to rival Rome. This can
be seen through Augustus’ coins and monuments in the years following Actium: many of
them depict ships prows or even the name ACT(ium), often with Augustus posing
victoriously on top (see figure 5), a trend that continued more than twenty years after the
battle itself. Even though Augustus’ later reign as princeps was marked by a much
greater focus on the more “Roman” style of land-based military engagements, he still felt
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the need to reinforce his defeat of Cleopatra’s navy through monuments of ships prows,
continued depictions on coins, and even reenactments through naumachia.136
Cleopatra did not truly revive the thalassocracy of Ptolemy and Arsinoë, but
neither did she set out to do so. She aimed to do more. By the time of her rise to power,
the Mediterranean was a different place with a different balance of power than it had
been in 280 BCE. Cleopatra instead took aspects of Ptolemy and Arsinoë’s thalassocratic
model and repurposed them to succeed in a world where Rome’s influence loomed on the
horizon. Her adaptation of the imagery of Isis and of the “Lady of Two Lands” allowed
her to more effectively connect herself to other powerful figures of the day, including
Caesar and Antony. The final days of her power, as seen in the Battle of Actium, could at
the time have seemed like the first days of her power: if she and Antony had emerged
victorious, they would have been right on the path to establishing an even wider and more
powerful Mediterranean thalassocracy. Augustus’ influence in the years following
Actium have, however, done much to silence the true power of this potential, instead
replacing it with the dramatized sexual and foreign image of Cleopatra that the princeps
preferred and which were to become the norm.
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Conclusion:
Augustan Fears at the End of an Era
Do you suppose that Cato would ever have dwelt in a pleasure-palace,
that he might count the lewd women as they sailed past, the many kinds of
barges painted in all sorts of colours, the roses which were wafted about
the lake, or that he might listen to the nocturnal brawls of serenaders?
Would he not have preferred to remain in the shelter of a trench thrown up
by his own hands to serve for a single night?137
Seneca, writing in the mid-first century CE, had personal reasons for his particular
dislike of the Roman seaside resort at Baiae, but in one of his Letters to Lucilius, he
moves beyond specifics of the resort itself to deplore the corrupting influence of
oceanfront towns in particular. Cato, he says, would never have put up with the luxury
and license of these places, and he goes on to claim that “[Antony’s] pampering in
Campania took the vigour out of that hero who had triumphed over Alpine snows.”138 By
the time of Seneca’s writing, Augustus had effectively dismantled the Ptolemaic model of
thalassocracy, as he sought to erase Cleopatra’s powerful rhetoric of hegemony over the
Mediterranean. After the battle of Actium, Roman elite views of the sea (which were
largely influenced by Augustus’ personal agenda) took a sharp turn away from Ptolemaic
treatment of the ocean, instead reverting to mentalities like those of Seneca, according to
which the ocean was a beautiful, but dangerous, source of potential corruption and
luxurious excess.
Ironically, this erasure of the Ptolemaic model of thalassocracy was a direct result
of how successful Cleopatra had been at resurrecting, amplifying, and redirecting Arsinoë
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and Ptolemy’s earlier model of widespread hegemony. Augustus’ response was, to him, a
necessary step, since without putting the final nail in the coffin for Ptolemaic sea power,
he would have left a large ‘what if’ floating in the minds of the Roman world: what if
Cleopatra had been victorious at Actium? Even with Cleopatra gone, could a similar
Mediterranean hegemony rise up to face down the power and influence of Rome? These
were questions that Augustus did not want present as a destabilizing force versus his
policy of concentrating and consolidating Roman power.
That being said, the ‘what if’ question remains quite alluring, especially since
modern historians do not have to worry about being placed on Augustus’ proscription list
for mentioning Cleopatra’s power. Before Actium, Cleopatra had managed to amass
significant resistance to the growing dominance of Roman military might, cultural sway,
and political influence. The pioneering framework for Mediterranean thalassocracy that
Ptolemy and Arsinoë had developed two centuries earlier served to help Cleopatra form
her own image as the divine queen of multiple lands. It does not seem at all unlikely that,
should Cleopatra have defeated Augustus (then Octavian) at Actium, the Egyptian queen
would have set about further concentrating and consolidating Egyptian power. Perhaps
her thalassocracy would have replaced Rome as the dominant force in the Mediterranean
and beyond, and perhaps not. Again, such speculation can only go so far, but given the
extent to which Rome would grow to dominate the Western world in the centuries to
come, the possibility that Cleopatra could have supplanted this empire in its natal stage
and replaced it with her own Mediterranean thalassocracy is quite alluring.
Historical speculation aside, the novel forms of Ptolemaic naval power developed
by Arsinoë, Ptolemy, and Cleopatra raise a rather perplexing issue. That is to say, given
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the success with which these figures demonstrated that the sea power could be an
effective path to international hegemony and the dissemination of personal power, why
did no other conscious attempts at establishing a thalassocracy seem to have occurred in
or around the Mediterranean for more than a millennium? By 1500 CE, the consolidation
of imperial states such as Spain, Portugal, and England had allowed for naval
expansionism to flourish once again, as these imperial powers extended their influence
far beyond their borders via the Mediterranean and Atlantic oceans. The scope of this
thesis does not cover the specifics of imperialism, nationalism, or colonialism, but the
point remains that thalassocracy as a concept went through a long drought in the roughly
fifteen centuries that separated Cleopatra’s sea power from the naval expansion of these
emerging imperial states.
Any explanation for why this interlude lasted so long would be the subject of
another work, but the mere fact that such a gap existed highlights just how exceptional
Ptolemy, Arsinoë, and Cleopatra’s thalassocracies truly were. Ptolemy’s international
message of Egyptian wealth, power, and prestige, broadcasted via his polyremes and the
roles of his nesiarchs, outdid any previous attempts to consolidate an aura of naval
power, and Cleopatra likewise chose a highly visible naval battle as the launching point
for her Mediterranean hegemony. Arguably no individuals even came close to repeating
the successes of these Ptolemies at naval propaganda until the consolidation of Philip II’s
Spanish Armada in the 1580s, or even the construction of large metal warships by the
United States in the early twentieth century. Similarly, Arsinoë’s deeply rooted
connections to Isis and Aphrodite allowed her to become the ideological figurehead for
Ptolemy’s thalassocracy in ways that far surpassed any previous Mediterranean attempts
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to tie personal divinity into notions of naval power. Cleopatra’s revival and
reinterpretation of these religious ties occurred near the end of an era of sorts, as the
spread of Christianity and monotheism in the centuries after her death meant that, by the
time of later attempts at large-scale naval power, polytheistic connections to multiple
different divinities were seen as something of the past.
In this light, the formation of new and successful models of naval power by these
Ptolemaic rulers belies the ancient and modern historiographical trends toward ignoring
or downplaying their successes. Nothing quite like these thalassocracies existed before
Ptolemy II took the throne in 285 BCE, and nothing quite like them existed after
Cleopatra VII died in 31 BCE. Ptolemaic naval experimentation cannot merely be labeled
as a peculiarity of the ‘decline’ of Egypt, nor should it be viewed through the lens of
centuries worth of toxic historiographical treatment of Cleopatra’s ‘corrupting’ nature.
Instead, the novel Ptolemaic naval power of Arsinoë, Ptolemy, and Cleopatra ought to be
viewed through the reality of their exceptional and wide-reaching influences across the
Mediterranean. Ptolemaic thalassocracy was too effective and successful to be relegated
to a footnote, and its impact on the development of the Mediterranean world ought to be
given its rightful place in historical analyses of the complex mess that was the Hellenistic
period.
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Appendix
Figure 1:

BNK G.906. Gold Coin of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, m. Alexandria, ca. 280 BCE. The
British Museum, from the Bank of England Collection.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
objectId=1272718&partId=1&images=true&people=99249&page=1
Figure 2:

BM 1868.0320.12. Gold Coin of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, m. Sidon, ca. 260 BCE. The
British Museum.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
objectId=1267457&partId=1&people=97737&peoA=97737-4-7&page=1
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Figure 3:

BM 1923,0401.676. Blue glass intaglio with a portrait of Cleopatra VII. The British
Museum
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
assetId=666368001&objectId=434793&partId=1
Figure 4:

Coins of Sosius from Zachynthus. Bahrfehldt, JIAN 11 (1908), pl. XIII
http://blogs.warwick.ac.uk/numismatics/entry/sosius_zacynthus_and/
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Figure 5:

BM 1864,1128.234, Coin of Augustus, ca.11-10 BCE. The British Museum.
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
objectId=1216231&partId=1&searchText=augustus+actium&images=true&object=2336
0&matcult=15622&page=1
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